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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Pream ble
1.11 In order to effectuate the provisions of the Public Employees Act of the State of New
York (Chapter 392 of the Laws of 1967) this Agreement between Elmira Teachers
Association (herein after "ETA"), and the Chief Executive Officer (herein after
"Superintendent") of the School District of the City of Elmira (herein after "District") has
been entered into as follows and shall be effective, except as otherwise noted, from July
1,2000 through June 30, 2003.
1.2 Witnesseth
1.21 The District and the ETA have a statutory obligation pursuant to the Public Employees
Fair Employment Act to negotiate with each other. The District recognizes the Elmira
Teachers Association pursuant to the Public Employees Fair Employment Act as the
exclusive representative of all State Education Department certified personnel other than
administrators, substitute teachers, and other casual employees who are employed by the
Board of Education with respect to hours, wages and other terms.
1.22 Whenever the word "Teacher" is used in this agreement, it will include deans, guidance
counselors and school psychologists unless expressly excluded.
1.23 WHEREAS, the parties have reached certain understandings which they desire to
confirm in the Agreement.
1.3 Neeotiations of Successor Aereement
1.31 Request to ODen Neeotiations
At any time within nine months of the termination of the agreement either party may
contact the other for the purpose of setting a date to commence negotiations and establish
ground rules for the negotiation of a successor agreement.
2. COMPENSATION
2.1 Remuneration
';.
2.11 Schedules
Annual salaries for unit members shall be determined in accordance with the Salary
Schedules in Appendix A and Appendix B. The salaries provided in Appendix A will
take effect on July 1, 2000 or July 1, 2001. The salaries in Appendix B will take effect
on July 1, 2002. All unit members who are off step shall have their salary increased by
3.8% on July 1st of each year of this agreement, through June 30, 2003.
a. Teaching Assistants - All newly hired Teaching Assistants shall be paid
fifty-five percent (55%) of the applicable Step 1 Base Salary. All other
Teaching Assistants will be paid 55% of the applicable base salary or a
4% increase over the prior year, whichever is greater.
b. Standard for Step Advancement - Any unit member with a permanent
appointment and who worked at least ninety school days in the preceding
school year shall be entitled to appropriate step advancement.
2.12 Graduate Credit HourslInservice Hours
2.13
Approved graduate credit hours and/or in-service credit hours for teachers completed
beyond the Bachelor's Degree will be paid in blocks of five (5) up to sixty (60) hours as
per the salary schedule. Changes are to be reported to the Superintendent/Designee
annually prior to October 1st.
8. For hours to be applied for salary schedule increase beyond sixty (60)
hours, prior course approval by SuperintendentJDesignee must be
received. Application for Course Approval is Appendix J.
b. The ten (10) hour blocks beyond sixty (60) hours can be any combination
of in-service/graduate hours or all in-service or all graduate hours.
c. Column movement shall take place effective September 1st and February
1st only.
d. Unit members who are "off step" and qualify for column advancement
shall receive an increase in salary equivalent to the difference in salaries
as if they were advancing across step 14 (i.e. In 2000-2001, an employee
who is off step earning $60,000 with Bachelors + 50 hours of credit who
subsequently earn five more credit hours shall receive an increase of
$278 in addition to their negotiated salary increase.)
e. All documentation supporting changes in Column placement must be
received by the District before a change will be made.
f. Documentation must be received by September 30th for an adjustment
effective September 1st and by February 15thfor an adjustment effective
February 1st.
Advanced DeereeslProfessional Certifications
In addition to the amount indicated in the Appendix A Salary Schedule, unit members
who have a;
8. Masters Degree shall receive $800/year
b. Masters Degree and Professional Diploma shall receive $1 ,600/year
c. Masters and Doctorate shall receive $1 ,800/year
d. National Teachers' Board (NTB) Certification shall receive $1, OOO/year
e. Masters Degree and American Speech and Hearing Association
Certification (ASHA) shall receive $1 ,200/year
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2.14 Salarv Notice
To receive payment for the post-baccalaureate degree or NTB/ASHA Certification, the
unit member must provide verification that the degree has been awarded prior to October
1 to receive the full payment, and February 1 to receive one-half the payment.
Salary notices shall be provided to all unit members within fifteen workdays of the first day of
school or Board of Education appointment if occurring during the school year. Unit members
shall sign and return said notices within fifteen work days of receipt to the School District's
Payroll Department.
2.15 Payment
Paydays will be Thursdays.
2.16 Union Dues/Aeencv Fee
The District agrees to deduct Association dues from the salaries of unit members who
individually and voluntarily authorize the District to make such deductions and such monies will
be forwarded promptly to the Association Treasurer. The authorization will be made in writing.
The District shall deduct an Agency Fee or the Association dues from the salaries of unit
members each pay period of every month beginning on or before the first pay period of October
and continuing until the full amount of dues and/or Agency Fee has been paid by the unit
members.
1. The Elmira Teachers Association will initially notify the District as to the total
amount of Agency Fee and membership dues to be deducted. Such notification
will be certified to the District in writing over the authorized signature of the
President of the Elmira Teachers Association and shall be done at least one (1)
month in advance of the effective date of such a change.
2. Subsequent to the statement of notification, the Association will provide the
District with a list of unit members it represents who are not members of the
Association and the amount to be deducted from each. This list shall comprise
the unit members from whom the Agency Fee will be coHected and forwarded. It
shaH be the Association's responsibility to provide the Agency Fee list not less
than ten (10) school days before the starting pay date desired.
3. The District will remit all membership dues and Agency Fee deductions to the
designated Association official within five (5) school days of the time the
deductions are made.
4. No later than October 151of each year of the Agreement, the Elmira Teachers
Association will provide the District with a list of those unit members who have
voluntarily authorized the District to deduct dues for the Association. The list
shaH include an amount of the deductions for each unit member. The District
will notify the Elmira Teachers Association monthly of any changes in said list
of discontinued deductions.
5. The District agrees that it will not accord dues deductions or similar check-off
rights to any other organization with respect to unit members the Elmira Teachers
Association represents.
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2.17 Direct Deoosits
a. Salarv
The District agrees to deduct from the salaries of its unit members, requested
deductions for the New York State United Teachers Member Benefit Trust Plan,
anyone financial institution, VOTE/COPE and United Way. One wire transfer
per unit member, per payday is allowed. Standard forms shall be submitted by
unit members for initiating, changing, and terminating these deductions. Any
unit member desiring to have the District discontinue deductions they have
previously authorized, must notify the District in writing.
b. Tax Sheltered Annuitv
The District agrees that in accordance with Section 3109 of the Education Law, it
will enter into an agreement with any unit member to reduce the annual salary of
such unit member for the purpose of purchasing an annuity for such unit member
with an entity with which the District has an agreement to provide a qualified
Section 403(b) plan pursuant to Internal Revenue Code. Payroll deductions will
be deposited bi-monthly within four working days of payday and the unit
member will comply with all IRS guidelines. Requests for such agreements with
all required application forms may be made by the unit member between
September 1stand October 11thor between January 1st and January 17thof each
year of the Agreement. If the request is made at any other time there will be a
fee of twenty-five dollars ($25.00) paid by the unit member at the time of the
request.
2.18 Use of Personal Vehicle: Comoensation
Any unit members, who in the performance of their duty, are required to use their personal
vehicle shall be compensated at the mileage rate established by the Board of Education. Such
rate applies only to authorized travel.
2.2 Rate of Payment for Additional Duties
2.21 Extra Work Year
Unit members will receive 1/200thof their salary per day for each day worked beyond the
regular teacher work year, other than for assignments in the District's Summer School
Program. Remuneration for Summer School assignments shall continue to be at a rate
determined by the Board of Education.
2.22 Home Tutors
Unit members who are assigned as home tutors shall be paid at the rate of twenty-five
dollars ($25.00)/hour for each hour of student instruction.
2.23 Curriculum Develooment
Unit members who are selected to develop curriculum shall be paid at the rate of twenty
dollars ($20.00)/hour.
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2.24 Faeultv Mana!!er
Unit members who are selected as Faculty Managers shall be paid Nine Thousand Six
Hundred Fifty Dollars ($9,650.00/year). This responsibility is a twelve (12) month
assignmentcommencingon July 1st. Appointmentsare subject to annual review.
2.25 New Unit Members
Newly hired unit members will attend six days of orientation. One (1) day will be for
general orientation and five (5) days will be for course work in instructional
methodology. New members will receive a block of thirty (30) clock hours of
professional development credit applicable towards the State Education Department's
continuing education requirement for the attendance and participation in the instructional
methodology workshop. There will be no remuneration for attendance on the general
orientation day.
2.26 Buildin!! Plannin!! Team lBPT)/Aetion Team (ACT)
a. BPT members shall receive $15.00 per hour for attending Building Planning
Team meetings scheduled outside the regular workday.
b. ACT members shall receive $15.00 per hour for attending Action Team meetings
scheduled outside the regular workday.
2.27 Inserviee/Contin uin!! Ed ueation
a. Oualifvin!! Pro!!rams
Qualifying inservice/continuing education opportunities require pre-approval by
the Superintendent/Designee, are given outside the regular workday and include
the following: (By September 1 of each year the district will post the person who
is the designee.)
1.
2.
3.
District sponsored workshops/seminars;
Workshops/seminars sponsored by BOCES;
Workshops/seminars presented by colleges,
universities and institutes; or
Workshops/seminars sponsored by the Teacher Center.4.
The decision of the Superintendent/Designee to approve an inservice continuing
education application will require that the program topic be directly related to a
currently established curriculum appropriate for the unit member's current
assignment or that the topic would directly enhance instructional or classroom
management skills and abilities.
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b. Approval Procedure
In order to receive remuneration for inservice/continuing education, the unit
member shall submit the course offering and application to his/her Building
Principal by using the "Inservice/Continuing Education Application Form"
(Appendix K). The Building Principal forwards the application to the
Superintendent/Designee and the decision of the Superintendent/Designee shall
be communicated to the applicant within ten (10) work days of receipt of the
form by the Building Principal.
c. Payment for Inservice/Continuine Education
1. Unit members will:
a) be paid Nineteen Dollars ($19.00)/hour for 2000/01 and Twenty
Dollars ($20.00)/hour for 2001/03 for each hour of attendance in an
inservice/continuing education workshop/seminar, or
b) at the ratio of fifteen (15) clock hours to one (I) in-service hour, have
time credited for salary schedule purposes, for courses which have been
pre-approved by the Superintendent/Designee. The accrual of in-service
courses less than fifteen (15) credits will be permitted. If a unit member
receives paYment for the workshop/seminar, or if the workshop/seminar
provides credits which the unit member will utilize towards maintaining
their New York State Licensure requirements, no district remuneration
will be provided. For any remuneration to be received,
workshop/seminar participants must attend at least 80% of the scheduled
classes and complete all of the instructional assignments. If a unit
member receives paYment from a non-district source at a rate less than
the hourly district rate, the district will pay the difference, provided that
the unit member submits a voucher for the difference.
2. Unit members serving as Inservice/Continuing Education Presenters will
be paid $50/hour for each hour of class time.
2.28 Interscholastic and Co-Curricular Stipends
Varsity Baseball
Varsity Basketball
Varsity Football
Varsity Soccer
Varsity Softball
Varsity Spring Track
Varsity Swimming
Varsity Volleyball
Varsity Wrestling
Sr. H. Marching Band Director
District-wide Chairperson (20% release time)
Class 1: 13°t'oofBA Step 1 (10°t'oAcross)
15tYr.
$3,770
3,921
4,117
00/01
01/02
02/03
2ndYr.
$4,147
4,313
4,529
3rdYr.
$4,562
4,744
4,981
a.
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Class 2: 8.5% ofBA SteD 1 (12% Across)
2ndYr. 3rd Yr.1stYr.
J.V. Baseball 00/01 $2,465 $2,761 $3,092
J.V. Basketball 01/02 2,564 2,871 3,216
J.V. Football 02/03 2,692 3,015 3,377
J.V. Soccer
J.V. Softball
J.V. Volleyball
J.V. Wrestling
Varsity Cross Country
Varsity Tennis
Varsity Winter Track
Audio-Visual Text Coord. (9-12)
Sr. H. Yearbook Lit. & Bus.
Twelfth Grade Advisor
*Sr. High Extra-Classroom Treasurer
Bldg. Dept. Chair (12 mo.)
Class 3: 7°,10ofBA SteD 1 (14% Across)
1st Yr. 2ndYr. 3rdYr.
Varsity Diving Coach 00/01 $2,030 $2,314 $2,638
Asst. V.lJ.V. Cross Country 00/02 2,111 2,407 2,744
Asst. V.lJ.V. Football 01/03 2,21 7 2,527 2,881
Asst. V. GYmnastics
Asst. V. Spring Track
Asst. V. Swimming
Asst. V. Winter Track
Asst. Marching Band Director
Eleventh Grade Advisor
M.S. Intramural Director
M.S. Yearbook
Sr. H. Dramatics
Sr. H. Newspaper
Sr. H. Student Government
District-wide Chairperson (40% release time)
Varsity Cheerleading
AV-Textbook Coordinator, 6-8
Class 4: 6.5°,10ofBA SteD 1 (15% Across)
1st Yr. 2ndYr. 3rd Yr.
M.S. Basketball 00/01 $1,885 $2,168 $2,493
M.S. Mixed Swimming 01/02 1,960 2,254 2,592
M.S. Soccer 02/03 2,058 2,367 2,722
M.S. Track
M.S. Volleyball
M.S. Wrestling
Audio- Visual Text Coordinator (Pre-K-8)
Literacy Magazine
March Band Color Guard
National Honor Society
Quiz Bowl
J.V. Cheerleading
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Class 5: 4.5°1«»ofBA Step 1 (17% Across)
1st Yr. 2ndYr. 3rd Yr.
*AV-Text Coordinator 00/01 $1,305 $1,527 $1,786
Pre-K, K-6 00/01 1,357 1,588 1,858
*Varsity Bowling 02/03 1,425 1,667 1,951
*Varsity Golf
International Student
Exchange Club
Intramurals
Jazz Ensemble
M.S. Dramatics
*M.S. Extra Classroom Treasurer
M.S. Newspaper
M.S. Student Government
Mock Trial
Ninth Grade Advisor
Pep Band
S.A.D.D. Advisor
Secondary Ski Club
Select H.S. Instrumental Group
Select H.S. Vocal Music Group
~TechnicalAssistance Club
Tenth Grade Advisor
Varsity Club
Non-Classified Stipends
00/01 01/02 02/03
M.S. Morning Supervision $ 750 per year $ 787 $ 827
M.S. Cheerleading Club $ 500 per year 525 551
UN Club $ 500 per year 525 551
Peer Counseling Club $ 500 per year 525 551
District-wide Speech $4,000 per year 4,200 4,410
Chairperson
Dean of Students $1,665 per year 1,665 1,665
Psychologists hired before 1/1/00 shall receive a stipend of $2,500.00 in addition to the
regular salary.
*Individuals who held these positions under the previous E.T.A. contract, shall continue
to receive the stipend as paid in 1999/2000 as long as they continue in the position.
b. Placement for Interscholastic and Co-Curricular Schedules
1. Unit members are placed on Step 1 of the Stipend Schedule for the applicable
person except as modified by #2 below.
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2. Unit members shall retain their step placement when transferring within the same
class unless they are assigned an additional activity within that class in which
case they shall be placed at the entry level. (For example: (1) If a Class 2 Junior
Varsity Football Coach is appointed Varsity Football Coach the correct
placement is Step 1 Class 1 for the new Varsity Football Coach; or (2) If a Step 3
Class 1 Varsity Football Coach gives up Varsity Football and accepts a Varsity
Baseball position shelhe shall be placed on Step 3 Class 1; or (3) If the coach
continues as Varsity Football Coach and accepts Varsity Baseball, in addition,
shelhe will be placed on Step 1 Class 1 for the Varsity Baseball assignment.)
3. Any break in service that is more than three years, the unit member shall be
placed at Step 1.
c. Placement on Interscholastic Snorts Schedule: Lon2evitv
The longevity stipend is $100.00 and payable to those coaching Varsity or Junior Varsity
teams after six years of coaching. Longevity for J.V. and Varsity coaching paYments
shall be consideredto be derived in a "generic" sense. (For example, if a coach had been
involved in the sport of football as an assistant varsity coach, a J.V. coach, and finally a
varsity head coach, the longevity would be cumulative and would not have been lost as a
result of the coach's transfer from position to position. An example of when longevity
payment would not be made would be in an instance where a coach had been a baseball
coach first and then a football coach. In this instance, the time spent as a baseball coach
would not accrue or be added to the time served as a football coach.) Any break in
service is a break in longevity.
d. Payment for Interscholastic & Co-Curricular Activities
Interscholastic coaches shall be paid in two (2) equal installments, the first at mid-
season and the final at the end of the regular season. Intramural and Co-Curricular
activities shall be paid in equal installments over the length of the activity.
e. Intramurals
1. Middle School
These positions may be shared or divided among several unit members. The
amount paid for the activity shall be divided or shared among those sharing the
duties according to the months spent in performing the required services. In no
event shall the shared paYment(s) exceed the amount paid for the assignment.
2. Elementarv
Combined programs - girls and boys. The paYment for the program at each
building may be shared.
f. Interscholastic & Co-Curricular Assi2nments
Each position holder will write in behavioral terms, the goals for the Interscholastic or
Co-Curricular position and at the conclusion of the activity, assess how the goals were
accomplished. This will be reviewed by the activity supervisor. A stipend holder will
continue to hold the position until resignation or removal.
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g. Unfilled Interscholastic & Co-Curricular Positions
In the event that a position is not filled by the deadline, the appropriate administrator will
consult with the appropriate position holder(s) to ascertain to what degree they can
assume the added responsibility of the vacant position. It will be mutually agreed upon
as to how the compensation of the position will be divided.
3. EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
3.1 Health Insurance
3.11 Plan
8. Unit members will be covered by the Elmira City School District Health Plan
(herein after referred "ECSDHP") presently available to members of the Elmira
Teachers Association. It is mutually understood between the parties that the
ECSDHP incorporates the Plan, its implementation and operation.
b. The Plan Document shall be amended to reflect changes in benefits and the
delivery of the benefits as agreed upon by the Elmira City School District Health
Plan Committee pursuant to the By-laws of the Committee.
c. Effective January 1, 2000 all new hires eligible for Health Plan coverage will be
enrolled in Option B of the ECSD Health Plan. Unit members hired prior to
1/1/00 shall be eligible to participate in either Option A or Option B of the
ECSDHP.
3.12 Active Unit Member Contributions
a. Premium Equivalent Contribution
1. Effective July 1, 2000, unit members shall pay a premium equivalent for
participation in the ECSDHP as follows:
Familv
Teaching Assisumts $377.50/yr.
Other Unit Members $566.25/yr.
Individual
$194.50/yr.
$286.00/yr.
The amounts set forth for unit member contributions above apply to the
Option A Plan and to unit members electing to switch from Option A to
Option B after August 31, 2000. All other unit members participating in
Option B will pay 50% of the premium equivalent set forth above.
2. Effective July 1, 2001, active unit members who are in Option A will pay
the same percentage increase as the increase in the gross cost of the plan
between 1/1/00 and 12/31/00. For those active unit members in Option
B, the unit member will pay a higher contribution only if the cost of the
plan increases by at least 50/0over the cost for the preceding year, and in
said event, the unit. member's contribution will increase by each
percentage that the plan cost exceeds 5% to a maximum of 5% more.
Said percentage will be converted to a dollar amount and added to the
unit member's contribution.
~
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3. Effective July 1,2002, active unit members who are in Option A will pay
the same percentage increase as the increase in the gross cost of the plan
between 1/1/01 and 12/31/01. For those active unit members in Option
B, the unit member will pay a higher contribution in Year 3 only if the
cost of the plan increases by at least 5% over the cost for the preceding
fiscal year, and in said event, the unit member's contribution will
increase by each percentage that the plan cost exceeds 5% to a maximum
of 5% more. Said percentage will be converted to a dollar amount and
added to the unit member's contribution.
4. Unit members shall have their Premium Equivalent Contribution
deducted from their paycheck, prorated in equal installments starting
either with the second check of September (20 payments) or for unit
members employed after the start of the school year starting in their first
payroll check. The payment will be made utilizing the District's flexible
Premium Reduction Account (Section 125-IRS Code).
b. Prescription Dru!! Plan
1. Effective July 1, 2000, the co-pay for prescription drugs will be $8.00
per generic/$15.00 per brand name prescription/$30.00 per restricted
brand name prescription.
2. Maintenance drugs will be mandatory from the mail order plan.
c. Office Visits
1. Effective July 1, 2000, the co-pay for office visits, if covered, shall be
$10.00 in Option A and $5.00 in Option B. This plan change will also be
made to the Retiree Health Plan document.
Retiree Contribution
8. Any unit member eligible for coverage under the ECSDHP as a retiree, who
retired before July 1, 1998 shall be covered by the retiree plan without making a
payment toward the premium cost of the plan.
b. Any eligible unit member who retired between 7/1/98 and 6/30/00 shall
contribute the same amount for health insurance as set for an active employee
covered under the same Option (A or B) as applicable to the Plan under which
the retiree is covered.
c. Any eligible unit member who retires after June 30, 2000 shall contribute the
same amount for health insurance as set for an active unit member covered under
the 'same Option (A or B) as applicable to the Plan under which the retiree is
covered at the time of his/her retirement provided, however, that retirees who
switched to Option B after August 31, 2000 will pay the same contribution as an
active employee in Option A. At such time as an individual retiree provides the
District with documentation verifying that they are now covered under Medicare
or, at such time as everyone receiving coverage under the retirees family
coverage is covered under Medicare they will no longer be required to make
premium equivalent payments. The District will not reimburse the retiree for the
Medicare supplementary payment deducted from their social security checks.
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3.14 Dental Covera2e
The Dental coverage provided for as part of the Health Plan for participants in Option A
shall remain the same as provided before July 1, 2000. For participants in Option B,
coverage shall be as provided for in the Plan Document effective July 1, 2000 with
annual deductibles as indicated in the ECSDHP Document.
3.15 Continuation of Health Insurance Covera2e While on Leave
A unit member who has exhausted their sick/vacation/personal leave benefits will not be
entitled to coverage under the Elmira City School District Health Plan while absent from
work on unpaid leave, including Workman's Compensation and Disability insurance
except as follows:
1. For all time covered by the provisions of the Family Medical Leave Act,
which shall be extended to all unit members entitled to health insurance
coverage under the collective bargaining agreement (it being understood
that time on paid sick leave runs concurrently with the Family Medical
Leave Act time period). The employee will continue to pay hislher co-
pay for health insurance coverage during this period; or
2. If an employee has exhausted paid sick/vacation/personal day benefits,
the employee shall submit a request for a short-term leave, including any
remaining Family Medical Leave Act leave, for a period of up to one
month with appropriate medical justification for the employee's illness.
The employee will continue to pay hislher co-pay for health insurance
coverage during this period; or
3. By paying the full premium equivalent pursuant to COBRA.
3.16 Termination of Benefits
Unit members terminated or who resign, are entitled to continuation of Health Plan
coverage as provided by C.O.B.R.A. provided, however, that the written election to do so
shall be made as required on the District form and payment of quarterly charges are paid
in advance to the District Business Office.
3.17 Personal Illness Leave Cash-In
Upon giving at least 90 days irrevocable written notice of their retirement, an employee
can avail themselves of a sick leave cash-in benefit according to the following
procedures:
[1] They must have at least 100 days of accumulated sick leave at the time of their
retirement.
[2] Effective January 1, 1998, the employee shall receive $12.00 per day for each
accumulated sick day. The employees at their option, may leave the cash value
with the District to apply towards the employee's yearly contribution of their
insurance.
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[3] The 90 day notice requirement may be waived by the Superintendent after receipt
of the recommendation of an employee's application for waiver from the
President of the ETA and Associate Superintendent for Instruction.
Paid Absence From Work
3.21 Notification of Absence
Unit members when reporting that they will be unable to report to work shall adhere to
the procedures set forth in Section 4 of this agreement.
3.22 Personal Illness
a. New Unit Members
Upon employment unit members shall be credited with sixty (60) sick days
which may be used over the first sixty (60) months. Any unused sick days at the
end of the sixty months shall be accumulated for subsequent use. For each
successive sixty (60) month period the unit member shall be credited with eighty-
five (85) sick days which may be used over the next sixty (60) months. Any
unused sick days at the end of the sixty (60) months shall be accumulated for
subsequent use.
b. Unit Members Hired Between 7/1/95-6/30/00
Unit members shall retroactively be credited with sixty (60) sick days as of the
date of their employment. From this amount will be subtracted the number of
sick and family illness days used between date of employment and June 30,
2000. Any unused sick days at the end of the sixty (60) months shall be
accumulated for subsequent use. For each successive sixty (60) month period the
unit member shall be credited with eighty-five (85) sick days which may be used
over the next sixty (60) months. Any unused sick days at the end of the sixty
(60) months shall be accumulated for subsequent use.
c. Unit Members Hired Before 6/30/95
Effective July 1, 2000 each unit member shall be credited with eighty-five (85)
sick days which may be used over the next sixty (60) months. Any unused sick
days at the end of the sixty (60) months shall be accumulated for subsequent use.
For each successive sixty (60) month period the unit member shall be credited
with eighty-five (85) sick days which may be used over the next sixty (60)
months. Any unused sick days at the end of the sixty (60) months shall be
accumulated for subsequent use.
d. Accumulation
In no event may a unit member accumulate more than 200 sick days.
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e. Evidence of Incanacitatin!! filness
The Superintendent may, at his/her discretion, require satisfactory evidence of
incapacitating illness which keeps the unit member from discharging his/her
duties. Within five (5) working days of the request the unit member shall
provide documentation from their physician supporting the need to be absent
from work. The specific nature of the absence need not be disclosed.
f. Summer School
Summer school teachers shall be granted one (1) day of non-accumulation sick
leave.
3.23 Familv Illness
A unit member may designate up to 25 sick days in each five-year period as family
illness days. For the purpose of this section, Family shall be defined as set forth under
Section 3.25 a.l.
3.24 Personal Leave
3.25
a. Davs Allowed - All full-time employees shall receive two (2) days of personal
leave per year with pay. If none of the days are used during the year, two (2)
days will be added to the employee's cumulative sick leave total at the end of the
school year. The purpose of the personal leave is to allow an employee the
opportunity of conducting business of a personal nature which they do not wish
to reveal and which cannot be conveniently transacted at any other time. Further,
personal leave may not be taken on either the work day immediately before or
after a holiday or vacation period, or in conjunction with other absences to extend
a holiday or vacation. In extremely extenuating circumstances, permission may
be granted by the District upon receipt and review of such reasons.
b. Nature of Use - Notice of such absence will be submitted by completing the
Personal Leave Form (See: Appendix N). Said forms will be supplied by the
building principal. In cases of emergency, where the advance notice cannot be
given, the form will be completed upon return to work.
c. Additional Leave - Additional personal leave, which will be deducted from sick
leave, may be granted to individual employees in extenuating circumstances by
the Superintendent or a designee.
Bereavement
a. Conditions Stated - Time off without loss of pay will be given for the
following:
1. Death in immediate family (parent, child, brother, sister, mother-in-law,
father-in-law, step parents, step children, husband or wife) not exceeding
five (5) days.
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3.3 LEAVES
3.31
2. Death of son-in-law or daughter-in-law, foster brother, foster sister, half-
sister, half-brother, grandparent, niece or nephew, grandchild, uncle,
aunt, brother-in-law, sister-in-law, uncle-in-law, aunt-in-Iaw, or foster
parents, not exceeding one (1) day. A second day shall be provided
when travel exceeds one-hundred (100) mile radius from Elmira.
However, up to five (5) days will be allowed upon approval of the
Superintendent or a designee when one of these relatives is, in effect, a
member of the immediate family; i.e., a grandparent who has assumed
the role of a parent.
3. To attend the funeral of a unit member or school employee for not more
than one (1) day with the consent of the Superintendent or a designee.
Leave Guidelines
a. Application
A unit member seeking a leave under this Section shall file an appropriate written
application for approval as required herein with the Superintendent/Designee.
b. Re-emplovment Rif!ht
A unit member retains their tenure or probationary status, salary step, and any
accumulated sick leave. A unit member granted a leave in accordance with
Sections 3.34, 3.35, 3.37, 3.38, 3.39 or F.M.L.A. shall not accrue nor accumulate
any additional rights or benefits during the period of leave.
c. Return to Work
Notwithstanding other provisions set forth in Section 3.3, any unit member
requesting a leave after December 31sf other than for a short-term leave of 31
days or less shall not be entitled to return to work during that school year after
April 30th. For those unit members effected by the above provision, upon
returning to work at the beginning of the next school year the District shall
reimburse any portion of the premium equivalent for health insurance paid by the
unit member for the months of July and/or August above the contract premium
equivalent co-pay that unit member would be otherwise required to pay.
d. Exceptions to Return to Work
A unit member may make application to the Superintendent to waive the
provision set forth in 3.31 c. Within 10 days of the receipt of the application the
Superintendent and President of the E.T.A. shall meet to determine whether to
approve or reject the application.
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3.32 Conference and Professional Visitation Leave
An appropriate fonn requesting approval to visit within or outside the District must be
secured from the Building Principal. Request for approval of a visit must be submitted at
least ten (10) days before the visit is to occur. Approval for visits will be at the discretion
of the SuperintendentlDesignee. A written report of the visit may be required by the
Superintendent within ten (10) days of unit member's visit.
3.33 Court Attendance & Jurv Dutv
a. Court Attendance
Time off without loss of pay may be given for court attendance when on school
business or when subpoenaed.
b. Jurv Dutv
Within reason, school employees are encouraged to fulfill their civic obligation
in cases of jury duty. The difference between any compensation received and the
regular pay of the unit member with the District shall be made up by the District.
Prior approval must be secured from the SuperintendentlDesignee.
3.34 Educational Leave
A unit member may be granted a leave without pay for educational purposes for a period
of not more than two (2) years by the Board of Education.
3.35 Short-Term LeavelExtended Leave for Personal Illness
a. Short-Term Leave
1. Unit members may have the privilege of being absent without pay for
such reasons as accompanying husband or wife on a trip, going out of
town for emergency reasons, etc. Permission for such leave must be
obtained in advance from the SuperintendentlDesignee. The permission
of the building principal must be obtained with the unit members giving
as much prior notice as possible. Permission will be granted, subject to
obtaining a qualified substitute, and adequate planning for the period
must be done by the unit members prior to their leave.
2. This leave shall not exceed two (2) weeks. This leave cannot be granted
more than once a year.
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3.36 Militarv Leave
Extended Leave
Whenever a unit member is absent from school for an extended illness, such unit
member may apply for a leave of absence and may be granted such leave without
pay, provided the unit member's personal physician communicates with the
Superintendent, and certifies that the health of the unit member is such that
she/he is unable to perform the regularly assigned duties. Such leave may be
granted by the Board of Education for not more than one (1) year. Before
returning to work for the Elmira City School District, the unit member shall
obtain a certificate of good health and medical clearance from his/her personal
physician and forward it to the Director of Personnel. The District shall have the
right to have the unit member examined to determine if the unit member is or is
not able to return to their position.
Section 243 of the Military Law, State of New York, as the same may be amended from
time to time, shall govern all military leaves.
3.37 Parental Leave
a.
b.
,
!
I
t
I
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All or any portion of leave taken from work because of a medical disability
resulting from the pregnancy may, at the unit member's option, be charged to
their available sick leave.
A parental leave of absence without pay shall be granted to a unit member for the
purpose of childbearing and/or child rearing as follows:
1. A unit member who is pregnant shall be entitled, upon request
accompanied by a p~ysician's certificate of pregnancy, to a parental
leave beginning at any time between the commencement of the
pregnancy and the birth of the child. This parental leave may be granted
for a maximum of one (1) year, unless an extension of one (1) year or
less is requested by the unit member and granted by the Board. Said
employee shall notify the Superintendent in writing of the desire to take
such leave and, except in case of emergency, should give notice at least
sixty (60) working days prior to the date on which the leave is to begin.
A unit member who is pregnant may continue in active emploYment as
late into the pregnancy as is desired, provided they are able to properly
perform the required functions and have the approval of their physician.
2. A male unit member may be approved for a maximum of one (I) year of
parental leave to assist in rearing a child who resides in the household
until the child is one (1) year of age, unless an extension of one (1) year
or less is requested by the employee and granted by the Board. Said unit
member shall notify the Superintendent in writing of the desire to take
such leave and, except in case of emergency, should give such notice at
least sixty (60) working days prior to the date on which the leave is to
begin.
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3. A unit member adopting a child may be entitled upon request to a
maximum leave of one (1) year to commence at any time during the first
year after adopting said child, providing as much notice as can be
provided.
4. Pursuant to Section 3.30 a unit member shall have the following re-
emploYment rights:
i) Within ninety (90) days after notifying the Superintendent of the
desire to return from parental leave, the unit member shall be
assigned to an available position within the tenure area. Should
there be no available positions, the unit member would have all
rights under Section 2510, Subdivision 3 of the New York State
Education Law as may be amended.
ii) Such unit member shall remain on the same salary step as
attained immediately prior to the granting of a parental leave.
iii) While on leave, the unit member shall have the option to remain
an active participant in the Elmira City School District Health
Plan by contributing the full cost of the premiums for their
selected programs.
3.38 Sabbatical Leave
8. Elieibilitv - Teachers who have served for seven (7) years may, upon the
recommendation of the Superintendent and with the approval of the Board, be
granted leave of absence for study, health, or travel. The aforesaid eligibility and
application requirement are in effect until such time as the Professional
Development Plan Committee develops new criteria as approved by the Board of
Education.
b. Aoolication - Applicants must file with the Superintendent, a statement of the
definite purpose for which such leave of absence is desired. This statement must
include the institution at which the individual is to study and the courses to be
pursued. Applications must be filed three (3) months (excluding July and
August) prior to planned sabbatical leave. In unusual circumstances, a later
application may be considered. The applicant will be informed of the Board's
decision as soon as possible.
c. Required Reoorts - Teachers granted sabbatical leaves of absence are required
to submit a report twice each semester to the Superintendent during such
absence, indicating the nature of the courses taken at a university, and the
application of these to the work of the teacher concerned. If such reports indicate
the conditions of application of said sabbatical leave are not being met, the leave
may be terminated by the Board at any time at the recommendation of the
Superintendent. Any major change of plans during the time of a sabbatical leave
must have the approval of the Superintendent or salary payment may be
discontinued immediately.
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d. Condition of Service - As part of the application for a sabbatical applicants
must include a written commitment to remain in the service of the Board for two
(2) years after the expiration of such leave, or in the case of resignation, within
two (2) years, to refund the Board such proration of the salary paid during the
leave of absence as the unexpired portion of two (2) years shall bear to said
period.
e. Term of Leave - Such leave shall be granted for either one full year or one full
semester.
f. Further Elh!ibilitv - A teacher taking leave shall not be eligible for another such
leave until seven (7) years have expired after their return.
g. Pavment - A teacher on sabbatical leave will receive one half (1/2) of contract
salary for the length of leave.
h. Number on Leave -The maximum number of sabbatical leaves that can be
granted for each school year shall not exceed eight semester units. In case the
number of applications exceed eight (8) semester units, the following criteria
shall be considered in making the selection:
1. Length of service; preference being given to those longest in service.
2. Distribution by schools, care being taken that the number from any
school shall not be comparatively excessive.
3. Nature of service, provision being made that the benefits of such leave of
absence shall be distributed, as fairly as possible, among all elementary
and secondary school instructional positions.
i. Continuation of Benefits - Teachers will receive regular annual salary
increments during a sabbatical leave as would apply for regular service in the
school, but the teacher will not be eligible for fringe benefits, except the Board
will pay the teacher's retirement rate on the reduced salary and will continue to
pay its share of the health insurance premiums.
Union Leave
Leave without pay may be granted by the District for a period of two (2) years for elected
office in New York State United Teachers, American Federation of Teachers or state or
national political office. Leave without pay may be granted by the District for a period of
one (1) year for New York State United Teachers or American Federation of Teachers
staff positions. While on leave, the unit member shall have the option to remain an active
participant in the Elmira City School District Health Plan by contributing the full cost of
the premiums for their selected programs.
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3.40 Emolovee Assistance Pro!!ram
3.41 Pro!!ram Establishment
1. The Elmira City School District and the Elmira Teachers Association
mutually agree that alcoholism, alcohol and drug abuse, and other
behavioraVmedical problems which repeatedly affect job performance
and job safety are treatable conditions.
2. It is mutually agreed to initiate an Employee Assistance Program for unit
members and their families in order to:
a. Identify the problem at the earliest possible stage.
b. Motivate the unit member to seek help.
c. Direct the unit member to a viable assistance program.
3. Any unit member who seeks assistance will not jeopardize their job
security or promotional opportunities. No information obtained from or
about a unit member as a result of their participation in the program shall
be made available to be used for any purpose by either party, unless an
employee decides that such release is in their best interest and gives
written authorization for release of information. Nothing contained in
this paragraph shall be construed to prevent the District from pursuing
disciplinary action against a unit member who has engaged in improper
conduct, even if that conduct arose from a condition for which the unit
member seeks assistance under the Program.
4. It will be the decision and subsequent responsibility of the unit member
to comply with the referrals for diagnosis and to cooperate with
prescribed therapy.
s. It will be the responsibility of all District supervisors and union
representatives to implement this policy. This responsibility will be
limited to assessing job performance and taking appropriate corrective
action. Managers will refrain from making any diagnosis relative to the
unit member's behavioraVmedical problem.
6. Implementation of this program will not require or result in any special
regulations, privileges or exemptions from standard administrative
practices applicable to job performance requirements, especially in those
instances where the health and safety of students and other employees
are concerned.
7. The implementation and responsibilities under the Employee Assistance
Program shall not create any duty to the unit members entering the
program nor shall it create any liability on the part of any School District
employee implementing said policy. All employees of the Elmira City
School District shall be held harmless from claims by fellow employees
arising out of the implementation of this policy.
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8. These guidelines will be in effect until June 30, 2003, at which time they
will be reviewed by the District and the bargaining unit.
4. TEMPORARY ABSENCE REPORTING
4.1 Notification of Absence
a. Deans, Guidance Counselors, School Social Workers and Psychologists shall
notify the Principal of the Buildings to which they are assigned when they are
unable to report to work. Instructional Support Teacher, C.S.E. District
Chairpersons, Community Education Teacher shall notify the Associate
Superintendent for Instruction/Designee when they are unable to report to work.
Notification should be made utilizing the procedure stated in each Building's
Teacher Handbook.
b. All other unit members shall contact the B.O.C.E.S. Substitute Registry to report
their absence utilizing the procedures as set forth in Section 4.2. The registry
will obtain all substitute teachers. Unit members may not arrange to have a
substitute other than directly through the Registry.
c. All unit members when reporting that they will be unable to work shall also
indicate one of the following reasons for their use of Benefit-Time: Personal
Illness, Family Illness, Personal Business, and Bereavement.
4.2 Obtainin!! A Substitute
a. Call-In Between 2:00 P.M. to 8:00 A.M.
Unit members who will temporarily be absent from work must telephone SCT
BOCES at 739-8461 either between 4:00 P.M. and 8:00 P.M. or 6:00 A.M. and
8:00 A.M. Give your name, grade, school, teacher arrival time and reason for
absence when notifying the Registry of their absence.
b. Call-In Between 8:00 A.M. to 2:00 P.M.
Should it become necessary to obtain a substitute after 8:00 A.M. for that school
day, contact the Personnel Department at 735-3020. A duplicate copy of the
substitute registry is retained in the Personnel Department for the purpose of
obtaining a substitute when a unit member has to leave school during the school
day.
4.3 Returning To Work
a. Notification
When it is evident that a unit member is returning to work, that unit member shall
do both of the following;
1. Phone the principal of his/her school by 3:00 P.M., so the principal can
notify the substitute not to return; and.
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4.4
4.5
2. Phone SCT BOCES, at the above number, by 8:00 P.M. to notify them
that you are returning, so that the SCT BOCES may assign the person
substituting for you to another position.
b. Failure to Notifv
Unit members are required to notify both the Building Principal and B.O.C.E.S.
Registry of his/her pending return to work. If this is not done, it will be
presumed that the unit member will be absent the next day and the substitute will
be instructed by the principal to return.
Notice of TeleDhone Number Chao!!e
The District reserves the right to assign new telephone numbers for the purpose of
substitute registry services and shall provide members of the Elmira Teachers
Association bargaining unit at least two (2) weeks notice of such telephone number
changes where possible.
Per Diem Substitutes Covera!!~
a. The District shall hire substitutes for all teachers except for Deans, Guidance
Counselors, School Social Workers, Psychologists, Instructional Support
Teachers, CSE District Chairperson and Community Education Teachers who are
absent from school, except in situations where this is impossible or impractical.
b. Teachers may be asked to cover other teachers' classes in an emergency
situation. (Example: if a teacher goes home sick, their class may be supervised
by teachers for the remainder of the day or until a substitute can be called.)
1. At the time when principal(s) of building(s) are notified there will not be
substitutes available to cover for absent teacher(s), the principal(s) shall
inform the ETA Building Representative of that situation.
2. The appropriate District Central Administrator shall notify the President
of the ETA upon notification from BOCES that sufficient substitute
service is not available to the District to replace absent teacher(s) that
day.
3. Elementary classroom teacher aides ("aide"), may if requested, substitute
for an absent teacher. In such situation the aide will be paid the non-
certified substitute per diem rate if it is higher than his/her regular per
diem rate.
4. Teaching Assistants ("Assistants") may be available to be assigned to
cover for absent teachers; the principal shall first assign Teaching
Assistants from non-classroom assignments and then, if there are still
uncovered classrooms, the principal may assign Teaching Assistants
from classroom assignments.
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5. When there is insufficient teacher aides or teaching assistants for
coverage, non-classroom teacher(s) will be assigned to cover for absent
teacher(s); if there is still insufficient coverage after assigning non-
classroom teachers, classroom teachers can be assigned to cover for the
absent teacher(s) by asking the teacher(s) to cover during their
preparation periods. Unit members will be paid $20 per forty-minute
preparation period, or part thereof, or in the case of a preparation period
longer than forty minutes the teacher(s) will be paid $33.50 or part
thereof per preparation period.
6. A teacher or hislher co-teacher serving students through a required
"Individual Education Plan", will not be utilized to cover for absent
teachers, other than for each other, except in emergency situations.
5. TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF ASSIGNMENT
5.1 Hours
5.11 Work DavIWork Week
a. The workday for unit members will be seven and one-half (7.5) hours
inclusive of lunch. Prior to June 15thof each year, each building TALC
will meet to establish the next school year's starting and dismissal time
for unit members in their building and each B.P.T. for the students'
school day. If external influences dictate, the District can change the
building's starting and dismissal times.
b. Unit members assigned in Middle Schools and High Schools shall work
an additional sixty (60) minutes per week (a one-hour block or two
thirty-hour blocks) with students. This time is in addition to the regular
7.5 hour workday to provide academic assistance and/or enrichment.
c. The current practice regarding Monday dismissal for elementary school
students shall continue. District TALC will determine which Monday of
each month shall be designated as the district-wide unit member
determined extended planning period for the month.
d. Art, music, library, speech and physical education teachers will provide
elementary students with instruction based on district guidelines.
5.12 Time Before & After Student Dav
The time before student entry and after student dismissal is primarily (more than
50% of the time calculated on a monthly basis) intended for preparation, pupil
assistance or parent conferences. The balance of the time can be directed by the
District. Accommodations shall be made for college courses, medical
appointments, dental appointments, coaching and professional educator meetings.
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Art Music/P .E. Librarv
I. grade K-2 35 30 25
11. grade 3 40 35 30
Ill. grade 4 40 35/40 30
iii. grade 5-6 45 35 (gr. 5)/40(gr.6) 35
5.2 Assi!!nment for Full-Time Eauivalent
5.21 Elementarv Teachers lPre-K. K-6)
Maximum 1.0 full-time equivalent assignment is:
a. One thousand five hundred (1,500) instructional contact minutes per
week.
b. A minimum of twenty-five (25) consecutive minutes preparation time.
c. A forty (40) consecutive minute duty-free lunch period.
d. Teachers can be assigned up to 25 lunch duty assignments per year. The
lunch period shall be 30 consecutive minutes when teachers are assigned
lunch duty.
e. Elementary teachers will not be required to remain in the classroom
while a special (physical education, music, art, library) teacher is
instructing, except in those circumstances where the presence of the
teacher may be deemed necessary by the principal or supervisor in order
to develop an understanding of objectives.
f. Any additional elementary time that may be freed by the District meeting
the physical education compliance regulation will be used as additional
preparation time or for grade level meetings.
g. For Art, Music, Physical Education, Library, the minimum instruction
period shall be:
h. For instrumental music instruction a 1.0 full time equivalent has
approximately one hundred (100) students per week and up to the
equivalent of five (5) rehearsals per week.
i. There shall be a minimum of five minutes between all music, art, library
and P .E. classes.
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5.22 All Secondary Teachers (6-12)
For year 1 of this agreement, Article 3.22 of the preceding contract shall apply.
Effective 7/1/01, maximum 1.0 full-time equivalent assignment is:
a. One thousand two hundred (1,200) minutes instructional time per week.
No more than 1200 minutes of instruction and not more than 6 classes.
For example:
PreDs
3
3
2
2
3
6 classes of 40 minutes
5 classes of 48 minutes
4 classes of 60 minutes
3 classes of 80 minutes
5 classes/6x per wk @ 40 minutes
or
another instructional format approved utilizing the process as
defined in the District's Plan for Participation.
b. 300 minutes per week with students assigned by principals for activities
such as support services, content area extra help room, office hours, extra
help or supervision.
c. Lunch - 200 or 150 minutes/wk.
d. Prep - 350 or 400 minutes/wk depending upon the length of the unit
members' duty free lunch (i.e. 150 minute lunch, 400 minute prep).
e. For instrumental music instruction a 1.0 full time equivalent has
approximately one hundred (100) students per week and up to the
equivalent of five (5) rehearsals per week.
f. For vocal performance groups (grades 9-12) the size of the combined
groups should be approximately 250 students.
5.23 Secondary - Guidance Counselors
A 1.0 full-time equivalent for secondary counselor will have a building average
of:
a. two hundred fifty (250) students assigned, and
b. a daily forty (40) minute lunch period.
c. Secondary Guidance Counselors shall be available to work up to an
additional twenty days beyond the regular teacher work year and the
scheduling of said work days shall not be between July 10 and August
15. When assigned, counselors shall be paid in accordance with Section
2.21.
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5.24 PsvcholoeistlCommunitv Education TeacherlInstructional
Teacher/School Social WorkerlElementarv Guidance Counselors
Support
a Assignments shall remain unchanged, from the practice in place in
the 1998-99 school year.
b. Section 5.23 (c) is applicable to Elementary School Guidance Counselors
employed before 7/1100.
c. A daily forty (40) minute lunch period.
5.25 Part-Time Teachers and Social Workers
a. Part-time teachers and social workers shall be defined as individuals who
work less than full-time, but who work more than ten (10) clock hours
each week on a regularly scheduled basis.
b. The daily workload shall be a proration of the appropriate level.
c. Sick leave and personal leave shall be prorated in direct correlation to the
regularly assigned workweek. (i.e. a fifty percent (50%) teacher is
eligible for six (6) days sick leave per year). Sick leave and personal
leave shall also be pro-rated in direct relationship to the total projected
work year (i.e. if a teacher begins work in October and remains in the
position for the rest of the school year, they shall be eligible for ten (10)
days sick leave).
d. Health coverage shall be provided in accordance with the standards and
requirements set forth by the plan document.
e. In determining salary step placement, unit members who work more than
90 full work days will be moving to the next step on the salary schedule
upon returning to work in the subsequent school year.
f. Part-time unit members who apply for full-time positions shall be given
consideration along with other candidates.
5.26 Job Sharin!!
a. Procedures
This section applies only to classroom teachers. (It does not apply to
guidance counselors, deans, school psychologists, and social workers.)
Assignments are either four hours per workday or in full day blocks. The
classroom teacher as part of his/her application to job share must provide
the name of the individual that they will be sharing the job with and an
"Instructional Delivery Plan" (I.D.P.) describing how and who shall be
responsible for each component of the I.D.P. Each job sharer must be
available to substitute for the other.
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b. Instructional Deliverv Plan
The I.D.P. must address such issues as:
. curriculum accountability.
. grade reporting and other District/Building level reporting
requirements.
. parent conference/open house.
c. Approval
Application to job share shall be submitted along with the I.D.P. to the
Building Principal and Superintendent at the same time. The Building
Principal and Superintendent shall meet to review and accept or reject
the application. At their discretion they may request to meet with those
making the application. The decision of the Building Principal and
Superintendent is not grievable.
d. Terms and Conditions
If approved the following terms and conditions shall be provided to the
job shares:
1. Each job share's salary shall be their pro-rated share of the 1.0
F.T.E.
2. Benefits other than health insurance shall be the same pro-rated
portion received as salary.
3. Health Insurance: For the first year a job is shared the job sharer
will be responsible to pay the premium equivalent co-pay all unit
members are required to pay. If a job sharer is granted
permission to job share beyond one year, the District will pay as
its premium share the same prorated amount as for the
assignment the unit member will pay the balance.
4. Should one of the individuals job sharing be unable to continue
in the job sharing assignment, the other job sharer shall be given
the opportunity to assume the position on a full-time basis.
Should this choice be declined, the district may post the position
as a full-time vacancy, and may fill it accordingly. In this event,
the job shares shall be granted an unpaid personal leave for the
remainder of the school year.
5. Attendance at all faculty meetings and other district meetings
shall be mandatory for both job shares.
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5.3
e. Substitutinl!
When a job sharer substitutes for their partner they shall be paid 110% of
the certified per diem substitute's rate paid by the District.
5.27 Travelinl! Teachers
Teachers assigned to more than one (1) school on a single day shall receive
twenty (20) minutes travel time. This is not applicable to chairpersons,
psychologists, guidance counselors, school social workers, community education
coordinators, instructional specialists or other non-teaching unit members.
5.28 Lon!! Term Substitutes (LTS)
a. If certified in the subject area of the assignment, upon completing
twenty-five consecutive days in the same assignment and receiving a
Board of Education appointment as a long-term substitute, a substitute
teacher shall be classified as a long-term substitute, remunerated as per
Appendix A/B retroactive to the twenty-sixth day he/she worked in the
assignment. Benefits are calculated and pro-rated for only the term of
service as a long-term substitute. Notwithstanding the above, when there
is an unpaid leave of absence approved by the Board, the long term
substitute appointed by the Board of Education starts at the appropriate
E.T.A. contract salary rate form the first date of service.
b. Long-term substitutes shall have personal illness and personal leave time
effective as of the effective date from the date of appointment by the
Board of Education. (Example: A long term substitute appointed for
five (5) months shall receive one-half (1/2) the annual allotment of sick
time calculated nnthe same manner as Teaching Assistants.)
c. Article 9 applies except that the number of observations needed shall be
one for every three months of service in the same long-term substitute
position. An annual summative evaluation shall only be required for
those long term substitutes employed in the same position for more than
90 days and who finish the year in said position.
d. In addition to the above, the following provisions of this agreement apply
to long term substitutes. Articles 1; 2.15 to 2.18; 2.2 except 2.27 c 1b;
3.21; 3.25; 3.33; 3.40; 3.41; 4; 5.1 to 5.25; 5.27; 5.3 to 5.6; 5.9; 6.4 to
6.7; 7; 8; 11; 13; 14.
Su!!!!ested Class Size
5.31 Maximum Class Size
The District and the Elmira Teachers Association recognize the pupil/teacher
ratio is an important aspect of an effective educational program. The parties
agree it is their mutual goal to lower class size whenever feasible, with due
regard for availability of staff and facilities.
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Every effort shall be made:
a. Not to exceed the following maximum class size:
Kindergarten 26 pupils
Grades 1-6 30 pupils
Special Education! shall not exceed the maximum
number prescribed by State regulations.
All Other Classes 35 pupils
b. Not to assign children to any classroom in larger numbers than
the capacityof the teaching facilities available in that classroom.
5.32 Class Size Adjustments
Enrollment figures at the end of the first eight (8) instructional days of the fall
and spring semesters shall be used as the basis for class size adjustments
consistent with the class size provisions contained in 5.31. The District shall
then have fifteen (15) consecutive teacher work days with which to effect such
adjustments. Except for the foregoing time periods, the District shall have ten
(10) consecutive teacher workdays to effect adjustments in order to confonn with
the class size provisions of this Article. It is understood by the parties that the
ten (10) days shall begin with notification by either party to the Superintendent of
the class sizes in excess of those contained in 5.3.1.
5.33 Split Grades - Elementarv
Unless established for the purpose of implementing a specific, deliberately
planned educational program, no split grade classes shall be maintained in the
elementary schools.
5.34 Class Size - Elementarv
When the class size at the elementary level (1-6) exceeds thirty (30) pupils for
any regular teacher, the class should be divided, unless there is a lack of
immediately available physical facilities and/or no qualified teacher is available.
5.35 Exceptions
An additional exception to those listed in 5.32 shall prevail when the
Superintendent detennines that financial circumstances prevent application of
this provision.
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5.4
5.5
Work Year
5.41 Defined
5.42
5.43
The work year for unit members (other than new personnel who may be
required to attend additional orientation sessions) shall begin no earlier
than one (1) day prior to the first day that students are required to report
for the opening of the school year and shall end no later than one (1) day
after the final dismissal of students, and shall include a one hundred
eighty seven (187) day school year to include one hundred eighty (180)
days of instruction, three (3) Superintendent Conference Days (which
may be used as whole or partial days) and four (4) emergency days.
Emer!!encv Closin!!
If schools are closed as a result of an emergency, no unit members shall be
required to report for work. The District and the Elmira Teachers Association
recognize the importance of providing for the safety and welfare of students. If
an emergency closing occurs when school is in session, unit members will
remain in their assignments until students have departed and their building
principal dismisses the staff.
Unused Emer!!encv Davs
Up to two (2) unused emergency days as of March 30 will be added to one (1) or
both of the remaining scheduled school vacations of that school year. If added,
the first day would be Friday of Memorial Day weekend and the second day
would be the last workday before spring vacation.
After School Meetin!!s
5.51 Definitions
Unit members shall be required to remain at the end of the workday to attend the
following meetings.
a. Superintendent of School's general staff meetings or other meetings
called by the Superintendent of Schools.
b. School and district meetings called by administrators for the purposes of
information sharing, planning, curriculum study and faculty meetings.
c. Number Per Month /Duration - It is expected that normally the total of
such meetings shall not exceed four (4) meetings per month, and should
be concluded within one and one-half hours. Attendance exceptions
shall be determined by administrative decision.
d. Two of four faculty meetings per month will be for professional
development effective upon ratification. For the 2000/2001 school year,
at the secondary level, the first session is to set the 1 hour school work
schedule for students (q.v. 5.11 b, page 23).
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5.7
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5.6 Teachine: Assie:nment
5.61 Secondarv - The District and the Elmira Teachers Association agree that the
secondary teachers' primary responsibility is to teach and that their efforts
should, to the extent possible, be utilized for instructional activities.
5.62
5.63
Vacancies
5.71
5.72
Elementarv - The District and the Elmira Teachers Association agree that the
elementary teacher's primary responsibility is to teach and that their energy
should, to the extent possible, be utilized to this end. The Board and the Elmira
Teachers Association recognize that teacher aides, part-time clerical and non-
teaching employees are useful and necessary in order to implement this plan.
Therefore, within the limitations imposed by the budget, as finally approved,
such personnel shall be utilized:
1. To help relieve teachers of supervising playgrounds during noontime,
supervising sidewalks, distributing milk, and collecting money from
students for non-educational purposes.
2. To assist the professional staff in supervision of pupils in cafeterias and
corridors, and when boarding or leaving buses on school grounds.
3. To assist teachers in each school for the following:
i. Stamping and numbering books.
ii. Typing and duplicating of instructional materials and
examinations of a departmental or grade level nature.
iii. Other clerical tasks as determined by the building principal.
SUDervision
The building principal in collaboration with the BTALC shall develop a schedule
to supervise the arrival and dismissal of students. Said supervisory assignments
shall not exceed 15 minutes in the morning or 15 minutes in the afternoon. The
aforesaid is only applicable to unit members who are assigned to a building on a
full-time basis.
Education Law - In the event of a reduction in staff. New York State Education
Law shall govern.
Reassie:nment - Any unit member whose position has been abolished may, if
they so request, be reassigned to another tenure area where a vacancy exists,
provided that the unit member possesses certification for such an assignment (or
may reasonably be expected to become certified before the start of the next
school year). Such reassignment shall be at the discretion of the Superintendent.
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5.73 Certification Reauired
In order to ensure that pupils are being taught by unit members working within
their areas of competence, unit members shall not be assigned, except for good
cause, outside the scope of their certification and/or their major or minor fields of
study. It is the responsibility of the individual unit member to see that they
continue to be properly certified and that they meet all the qualifications for their
position.
5.74 Bar!!ainin!! Unit Vacancy
When there is a vacancy within the bargaining unit, the position will be
advertised two (2) weeks before an appointment is made.
a. Vacancies must be declared for all open positions resulting from
retirement, long-term substitute leaves whose duration will be for one (1)
year or more or, newly created positions.
b. Vacant positions filled in accordance with the transfer provision, must be
filled based on the posted criteria, with seniority being the determining
factor should two (2) or more individuals equally qualified meet the
criteria.
5.75 Postin!! Reauirement
The advertisement for all District vacancies shall have the following information:
. Position and department
Salary range
Duties
Qualifications required
Additional qualifications desirable
How and to whom to apply
Deadline for applications
.
.
.
.
.
.
5.76 Fillin!! Vacancies
a. Durin!! the School Year
If a vacancy occurs due to a resignation, retirement, death, newly created
position, or a leave of one year or more, the position shall be posted. The
vacancy shall be filled from those applicants fulfilling the posting
requirements.
b. For the Be!!innin!! of the School Year
Vacancies that occur that must be filled for the beginning of the school
year due to resignation, retirement, death, full year leave of absence or
for a newly created position shall be filled according to the following
procedure.
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5.77 Interviews
1. By May 1, the Director of Human Resources and Employee
Relations shall notify each building principal of the vacancy in
the principal's building as of April 15. The principal in
collaboration with hislher staff members may transfer individual
from one building assignment to another.
2. By May 10, each building principal shall forward to the Director
of Human Resources and Employee Relations the unfilled
vacancy in hislher respective buildings.
3. By May 15, the Director of Human Resources and Employee
Relations shall notify any displaced unit member of the
vacancies available.
4. By May 20, a displaced unit member shall provide to the
Director of Human Resources and Employee Relations, in
writing, the position he/she chooses. In the event that more than
one unit member selects a particular position, the position shall
be assigned to the most senior unit member.
5. By June 1, the Director of Human Resources and Employee
Relations shall provide a list of all known vacancies as of May
20.
6. By June 8, Transfer Request forms (Appendix M) for voluntary
transfers must be submitted to the Director of Human Resources
and Employee Relations.
7. By June 15, the Director of Human Resources and Employee
Relations shall provide each building principal a list of those unit
members requesting a transfer to a position in their building. If
more than one unit member has submitted a preference for a
particular position, the building principal shall interview each
unit member and the position shall be filled by the unit member
with the greatest seniority fulfilling the requirements of the
position.
8. Only positions, as set forth in 5.76, upon becoming vacant after
June 30, shall be posted during July and August. They shall be
filled in accordance with the contractual posting requirement for
the position.
Either an interview for a vacancy will be granted or a reason if requested for not
providing an interview will be provided to a unit member who has applied for the
position.
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5.8 Transfer
5.81 Definition
Personnel shall be assigned on the basis of qualifications, requirements of the
position, preference, district needs, and unit member/district-wide seniority.
5.82 Transfer Due to BuUdin!! Restructurin!! or School Closin!!s
a. In situations where unit member(s) are displaced due to class reductions
in their building, the following procedures shall apply:
1. The least senior unit member in a grade leveVassignment shall be
the unit member displaced.
2. The Director of Human Resources shall provide a listing of all
vacancies to the affected unit members.
3. Unit members transferred under this provision will be placed in
accordance with the provision of Section 5.76.
b. In situations where unit member(s), are displaced due to school closings,
the following procedures shall apply:
1. The Director of Human Resources shall provide a listing of all
vacancies to the affected unit members.
2. Unit members shall fill out an Individual Preference Sheet form
and provide a copy to the Director of Human Resources.
3. In circumstances where two (2) or more unit members prefer the
same vacant position and all equally meet the criteria, the unit
member with the most District-wide seniority shall be offered
the vacant position.
4. Unit members effected by school closings will be placed after
any unit member seeking a voluntary transfer within a building
but before any unit member seeking a transfer between
buildings, or a newly hired individual.
c. Transfers under this section are not grievable.
5.83 Voluntarv
a. Unit members will indicate their assignment preference by completing
the Individual Transfer Request form and forwarding it to the Director of
Human Resources.
b. The requirement for each vacancy, when they become known, will be
provided to all unit members interested in applying for the position.
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5.84
c. The Director of Human Resources will provide to the President of the
Elmira Teachers Association, a listing of all vacancies as they become
known.
d. The Director of Human Resources will review the Individual Preference
Requests submitted by unit members and the criteria set forth above in
making assignments. In circumstances where two (2) or more unit
members prefer the same vacant position and all equally meet the
criteria, the unit member with the most District-wide seniority shall be
offered the vacant position.
e. The determination of the Director of Human Resources with respect to
voluntary transfers is not grievable.
Involuntarv
a. An involuntary transfer is a transfer from one building to another
building not caused by reduction in classes or staffing and made without
the consent of the unit member.
b. The Director of Human Resources shall notify the unit member in
writing of all the reasons for a proposed involuntary transfer with a copy
to the Elmira Teachers Association grievance chairperson.
c. Within ten (10) calendar days of receipt of the reasons, the unit member
may request a meeting with the Director of Human Resources to discuss
the reasons. Said request shall be in writing and copied to the Elmira
Teachers Association grievance chairperson.
d. Within five (5) calendar days of the request for a meeting the unit
member, the Elmira Teachers Association grievance chairperson and the
Director of Human Resources will meet to discuss and to attempt to
resolve the need for the involuntary transfer.
e. If the meeting does not resolve the need for the involuntary transfer, the
District can effectuate the transfer and the unit member may thereafter
grieve the involuntary transfer.
5.85 Inter-School Assi!!nment
5.86
'"-
In arranging schedules for unit members who are assigned to more than one (1)
school, an effort shall be made to limit the amount of inter-school travel. Such
unit members shall be notified of any changes in their schedules as soon as
possible.
Non-Discrimination
Unit member assignments shall be made without discrimination in regard to race,
creed, color, religion, nationality, sex or marital status.
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5.9 Administration of Internal Medicine
5.91 Administration
If under exceptional circumstances, a child is required to take internal medication
during school hours and the parent cannot be at school to administer the
medication, only the school nurse, building principal or principal's designee will
administer the medication in compliance with the following guidelines
established by the Elmira City School District of the City of Elmira:
a. Written instruction, signed by the parent and physician, accompanied by
a signed note from the parents will be required and will include the
child's name, name of medication, purpose of medication, time to be
administered, dosage, possible side effects and termination date for
administering the medication. At no time shall unit members be required
to make a diagnosis regarding whether medicine is required.
b. These instructions, along with the medicine, will be delivered in person
by the parent, guardian or responsible adult to the school nurse.
c. If medication must be administered when school is in session and at
times when the school nurse is unavailable in the building, then the
school principal or a designee may administer the medication. If the
principal or the designee does not wish to dispense the medication, the
principal shall develop an alternative procedure for dispensing the
medication.
6. PRIVILEGES OF THE ORGANIZATION AND UNIT MEMBERS
6.1
6.2
Board of Education AeendaslMinutes
6.11 Aeenda and Minutes
A copy of the published agenda of Board meetings will be furnished to the
President of the Elmira Teachers Association before all Board meetings and a
printed copy of the minutes of such meetings will be forwarded to the same
officer when available.
Elmira Teachers Association Meetin2s
6.21 Meetin2 Davs
The second Tuesday of each month will be reserved for the Elmira Teachers
Association meetings. This is not intended to prevent the District from holding
meetings at the same time, provided they do not conflict with the Elmira
Teachers Association meetings.
6.22 Fees
The Elmira Teachers Association shall be exempted from school fees and
janitorial fees, except in those cases requiring custodial employment beyond the
regular work hours.
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6.23 Office Space
The District will provide rent-free office space for the Elmira Teachers
Association.
6.24 Bulletin Board
The Elmira Teachers Association has exclusive use of the bulletin boards, faculty
mailboxes, intra-school mail delivery and no rival organization or affiliate
thereof may have use of these facilities to contact unit members represented by
the Elmira Teachers Association. The Elmira Teachers Association may install a
telephone in the building of the President and of the Grievance Chairperson with
the Elmira Teachers Association bearing all installation expenses and subsequent
bills and costs.
6.25 Distribution
6.3
If the Elmira Teachers Association uses school facilities to distribute an official
Elmira Teachers Association memorandum or report, said memorandum or report
shall contain the name of the Elmira Teachers Association person responsible for
said memorandum or report.
Release Time For AssienmentslBusiness
6.31
6.32
Release Time For Association President
a. Full- Time
The President of the Elmira Teachers Association will be released
from all District responsibilities after one half (1/2) of their daily
teaching duty day is concluded. The President will accrue seniority at
full year's rate. If the President is a probationary teacher, he/she must
fulfill a three (3) year probationary period in order to be considered for
tenure. The District will transfer the President to the same or a similar
position at the end of their term.
b. District Reimbursement
The Elmira Teachers Association shall pay to the District one-quarter
(1/4) of Step lOB + 60 of the applicable salary schedule for each year of
the agreement.
Grievance Chairperson
a. Release Time
The chairperson of the Grievance Committee shall be released from their
duties as necessary to facilitate the orderly processing of grievances at
the arbitration level. The chairperson shall suffer no loss of pay for the
cost of a substitute.
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6.4
6.33
b. Chairperson
If the chairperson of the Grievance Committee is a secondary unit
member, they shall be relieved of all supervision. If the chairperson of
the Grievance Committee is an elementary unit member, they shall be
permitted to use preparation period for Association business.
Ne!!:otiations Committee
The Elmira Teachers Association Negotiations Committee shall be entitled to
time off with full pay for mediation and fact-finding sessions when such sessions
cannot be scheduled outside of regular instructional hours.
6.34 Association Business Davs
The District shall provide the Association with a total of twenty- five (25) days
release time, one (1) day equals one (1) unit member for one (1) day to conduct
Association business. Only the President of the ETA can grant Association
business days. The President of the ETA shall notify the respective building
principal of said approval. The twenty-five (25) days release time shall include
all Association conferences, but not include delegates to the New York State
Retirement Convention. The Superintendent may, at his/her discretion, grant
additional days.
6.35 New Unit Members
a. Association Time
The Elmira Teachers Association will be provided time during the
District's day of new employees orientation to inform the new unit
members of the benefits of the Elmira Teachers Association.
b. New Emplovee Notification
During the month of August, the District will make available to the
Elmira Teachers Association the names, addresses and probable
assignments of all new or tentatively hired unit members.
Personnel Files
6.41 Access
Upon serving twenty-four (24) hour's notice, the unit members shall have access,
except for pre-hire and confidential reference material, to the contents of the one
(1) official personnel file maintained in the Personnel Office by making an
appointment with the Director of Personnel. With the written permission of a
unit member, the ETA grievance chairperson shall be provided access to the unit
member's personnel file within twenty-four hours of making the request.
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6.42 Review
The personnel file will contain all evaluation data for"the unit member's review.
The unit member shall have the right to review said data and to attach a written
response thereto.
6.43 Derol!atorv Material
Unit members shall be afforded an opportunity to affix their signature to any
derogatory material to be placed in their personnel file. Such signature shall
signify that the employee has examined the materials and does not necessarily
indicate agreement. Unit members may at their discretion attach a written
statement to the aforementioned derogatory material. No anonymous material
shall be placed in the unit member's file.
6.44 Conies
Unit members will be furnished with a copy of any material contained in said file
upon request.
Emnlovee Protection
6.51
6.52
Education Law
Unit members shall be entitled to protection against liability in accordance with
the provisions of Section 3023 and 3028 of the Education Law of the State of
New York as the same may be amended from time to time.
ReDortinl!
Unit members shall immediately report, in writing, all cases of all injuries
suffered by them in connection with their employment to their immediate
supervisor. This report will be forwarded to the Superintendent and to the Elmira
Teachers Association.
6.53 District ResDonsibility
The District agrees to supply legal counsel, at its expense, to apprise a unit
member of hislher legal rights in all cases of assault and/or battery suffered by
them in connection with their employment.
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6.6
6.7
6.54 Unit Member Absence lniurv
Whenever a regularly employed unit member is absent from their employment
and unable to perform hislher duties as a result of personal injury caused by an
accident or an assault occurring in the course of their employment and the unit
member has not been personally negligent with reference to the incident, they
will be paid their full salary during the first ten (10) months of their absence from
their employment. None of this time will be charged to sick leave. The amount
of any Workers' Compensation (salary) award made for the disability due to said
injury will be paid to the Board in full by the unit member. This contingency is
applicable only during the first ten (10) months of disability. If the disability
continues beyond ten (10) months, the unit member will be entitled to the full
benefits of the sick leave provision of the contract. The unit member will be
entitled to the full benefit of any settlement award(s) received as a result of said
accident or assault.
6.55 Loss of Personal Propertv
The District will reimburse unit members for the present value cost of any
clothing or other personal property damaged or destroyed as a result of an assault
suffered by a unit member while the unit member was acting in the discharge of
their duties within the scope of their employment when the unit member has not
been personally negligent with reference to the incident. The amount paid to the
unit member by the Board will not exceed the difference between the present
value and any amounts received by the unit member from personal insurance or
parental or student restitution.
BuUdine Practices
6.61 Conditions Stated
Each building's administrative rules, guidelines and practices shall be made
available to unit members in each building. Such information shall be retained in
the individual unit member's plan book for reference and possible use by
substitutes.
Riebt to Representation
6.71 Representation
In any case in which an administrator or supervisor summons a unit member for a
conference involving matters of discipline or discharge, the unit member shall be
provided with at least twenty-four (24) hours advance notice and notified of their
right to have an official of the Association present at the conference. In
situations requiring immediate removal of the unit member, the twenty-four (24)
hours notice may be waived by the District. The conference, however, cannot
take place until the next school day.
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7. SHARED DECISION MAKING
7.1 Section 100.11. Commissioner of Education Re!!ulations
For Year 1 of the agreement Appendix S of prior collective bargaining agreement shall
continue in effect.
7.11 Plan for Participation
The ETA agrees that it and the unit members it represents shall fully meet the
requirements of the Elmira City School District's Plan for Participation.
7.12 Fundin!!
The District will allocate $80,000 in each year of this agreement to fund the
Implementation of the District's Plan for Participation.
7.2 District Teacher Administrator Liaison Committee IDT ALC)
7.21 Membership
The Superintendent shall select the administrators and the President of the Elmira
Teachers Association shall select unit members for the District Teacher-
Administration Liaison Committee hereafter referred to as "DTALC".
8. The membership of the DTALC shall have no more than ten (10)
members; five (5) selected by the president of the Association and five
(5) selected by the Superintendent or his/her designee;
b. Meetings will be held in October, January and March.
c. Special meetings may be called mutually by the President of the
Associationand the Superintendent.
d. After each meeting, the minutes of the meeting shall be sent to each
member of the committee prior to the next regular meeting.
e. Decisions of the committee shall be made by consensus.
7.22 A!!enda Items
1. Any member of DTALC may place an item on the agenda of the next
meeting.
2. Unless otherwise agreed, only items on the agenda for a meeting shall be
discussed at that meeting.
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7.3
7.4
Duildin!! Teacher Administrator Liaison Committee (BTALC)
7.31 Membership
Each building shall have a BTALC elected from the unit members of the building
and shall meet at least monthly. The required monthly meeting may be canceled
by mutual agreement of the unit members and the principal.
a. Association representatives in each building shall conduct elections for
the unit member representative to the BTALC.
b. The number of the unit members on the committee must be
representative of the faculty; (e.g., by grade level, department, area of
building, etc.);
c. Each building BTALC must have one (1) Association building
representativeand, no more than two (2) building administrators (of the
building),one of whom must be the buildingprincipal;
7.32 A!!enda
a. Agenda items for consideration may include, but not be limited to the
following: Current school problems and practices, common goals and
problems, school days, long-range building needs and formulation of
designs and plans for new construction and/or altering of existing school
facilities.
b. BTALC cannot address issues that affect terms and conditions of
employment or grievances under the collective bargaining agreement.
c. Unresolved building issues can be submitted to the DTALC for its
review, recommendation or resolution. In such a circumstance, the
affected building TALC committee must have representation present
before the District TALC can decide the issue.
d. Decisions of the BTALC will be by consensus and shall be binding upon
the parties in the building.
Elmira City School District Health Plan Committee (ECSDHPC)
7.41 Plan Governance
The Elmira Teachers Association and the Board of Education recognize their
shared responsibility to provide a health benefit plan which continues to provide
access to health services which meets the needs of its unit members. In order to
achieve this goal, the governance of the ECSDHPC shall be as set forth in the
By-Laws of the ECSDHPC.
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7.5 Joint Committees
7.51 Establishment
Committees may be fonned for matters of concern by the Superintendent and the
ETA President by joint agreement. It is expected by the parties a committee shall
be fonned and that participation of the parties is expected. Unless otherwise
agreed by the Superintendent and President, participation by unit members will
be without pay. Such committees shall be fonned in accordance with the
following procedures:
1. The Superintendent and ETA President shall reduce to writing (a) the
purpose, (b) the charge, (c) the expected duration, (d) the procedures that
the committee will follow, (e) measurable goals by which the committee
will pursue its charge, and (f) the nature of the recommendation expected
from the committee.
2. A committee recommendation shall be by consensus.
3. A recommendation shall be in accordance with existing Board policies
and contractual provisions. If a committee recommendation would
impact existing contractual provisions or require funding for
implementation, it shall be reduced to a memorandum of understanding,
which is subject to the approval of the Superintendent and ETA
President, and once executed shall be subject to the approval of the
Board of Education.
8. INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM
8.1 Responsibilities of Unit Members
8.11 Grades
Unit member shall refrain from using grades as a means of maintaining
discipline.
8.12 Student Help
Unit member shall encourage students to seek extra help during and after school.
8.13 Student Differences
Unit member shall provide for individual differences of students.
8.14 Non-Discrimination
Unit member shall not compromise the dignity of any individual and shall
practice equality of treatment for all students.
8.15 Pro!!ress Reports
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8.2
8.3
8.4
Unit member shall keep parents adequately informed of student progress
including successes and deviations, from expected standards of student progress.
8.16 Board Policies
Unit member shall enforce School Board Policies, building codes and regulations
as they apply to students.
8.17 Professional Growth
All possible efforts shall be taken to maintain professional growth through in-
service and continuing education courses.
8.18 Parent Conferences
Unit members shall be available at reasonable times for parent conferences with
parents when it appears that better understanding or more cooperative support
from the home is required for students' success at school.
Instructional Curriculum
8.21 Conditions Stated
The District agrees to consult and actively involve unit members in the
development, implementation and evaluation of new instructional programs.
Unit members agree to participate in the development, implementation and
evaluation of a new instruction program.
Instructional Materials
8.31 Textbooks
The District shall involve unit members in the selection of textbooks.
Suggestions for changing textbooks may originate with a unit member. The
District shall involve unit members in the selectionof instructionalmaterials.
Materials & Supplies Ordered
8.41 Requests
Unit members shall be provided the opportunity to participate in the annual
budget development process by their Building Principal and/or Program
Supervisor. Building Principals and/or Program Supervisors shall inform unit
members no later than the end of May what supplies and materials will be
available to them in the next school year.
8.42 Special Student Placement
Notification - In the event that a student is to be assigned from a special
education classroom to a regular class, the receiving teacher shall receive prior
notification and have access to the student's IEP, subject to applicable
confidentiality requirements of State and Federal laws.
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8.5 Pupil Discipline
The parties agree to suspend the application of Section 8.5 and fonn a committee to
revise and replace these provisions.
8.51 Guidelines and Policy Statements - The Elmira Board of Education and the
Elmira Teachers Association finnly believe that good schools are founded on
good discipline. Each building principal will consult with the unit members to
adopt such rules as are needed to ensure that good discipline is maintained in
each individual building. It is the responsibility of the building principal to be
certain that all understand and follow the rules and regulations established. To
assist in developing and maintaining good discipline, the following procedures
are established and the Board will give its full backing to their enforcement:
1. Policy Statements Relative to Employees
a. Unit members shall participate fully in helping to carry out
necessary classroom and building control in keeping with the
written regulations established for the building. It is expected
that consistency shall be the basis of all disciplinary measures.
b. While primary responsibility for discipline in the individual
classroom must remain with the unit member, it is expected that
the unit member shall refer promptly to the designated building
office, for appropriate action, any pupil whose conduct is
unacceptable and who does not appear to be responding to the
unit member's nonnal disciplinary measures. Frequent
classroom disruptions by an individual pupil infringe upon the
rights of the other pupils to learn. Ignoring disrespect by pupils
only shall lead to further trouble for all.
c. Unit members who use reasonable disciplinary measures as
established by building policies can expect full backing from the
administrationand Board of Education.
d. Unit members shall be given copies of building discipline policy
and the building administrators shall conduct a meeting with the
faculty to discuss and implement the policy.
e. Unit members are expected to use appropriate means necessary
to protect themselves or their pupils if physically attacked or
threatened by either students or parents.
f. The Board of Education and Superintendent believe that the first
law of good teaching is good discipline and urge every employee
in the District to consider it a prime responsibility to participate
fully in helping to create a healthy school climate for learning.
All concerned must realize that ill-advised actions and language
by adults can precipitate student reaction. There is no substitute
for mature, responsible actions by all members of the staff.
Abusive treatment of pupils cannot be tolerated.
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2.
3.
4.
g. The Board of Education directs that opportunities be established
in each building by its administration to ensure that students
know and understand the pupil policy.
Policv Statements Relative to Students
a. Pupils must know their responsibilities, as well as their rights.
The pupil's right must be respected. Each pupil has a right to
have all employees remember that pupils are what teaching is all
about and that teaching implies some mistakes will be made by
young people along the path to maturity.
b. Each pupil will be given an opportunity on an annual basis to
become conversant with the Suspension Policy which lists the
code for pupil behavior and the regulations for pupil behavior.
Pupils have a very serious responsibility to study and understand
their rights and responsibilities.
c. Pupils exhibiting flagrant disrespect for unit members or other
school employees shall be removed from the scene for proper
disciplinary action by the building administrative staff.
d. The policy is applicable to all pupils enrolled in the Elmira City
School District (Grades K-12).
Policv Statements Relative to Parents
8. The effective enforcement of this policy requires the cooperation
and backing of parents.
b. Each school shall keep parents informed of building disciplinary
procedures.
DisciDlinarv Procedures
8. Building Procedures:
i. The building principal has the right to suspend a student
for up to five (5) days for reasons listed in the
Suspension Policy.
ii. Handling of building discipline will follow these
guidelines:
Discipline referral forms will be developed
within the individual buildings. Although the
forms may vary from building to building, the
following should be incorporated:
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1. The unit member should fill out the
fonn indicating the reason(s) for sending
the pupil to the office and the fonn shall
be sent with the pupil or, if the unit
member desires, they may transmit it to
the office by other means.
2. The administrator shall promptly
indicate to the unit member the
disposition of the case.
3. When the pupil is referred to the office
for discipline, the unit member shall
have the right to an employee-principal
conference. The fonn shall provide
space for this type of unit member
request.
4. The referral procedure using the referral
fonn shall be initiated at the unit
member's discretion.
b. Procedures have been developed for each of the three (3) District
levels (elementary, middle school and senior high) establishing
similar punishment for particular offenses. Copies of the
procedures will be given to each unit member.
c. These building procedures will establish levels of punishment
dealing with infraction (i.e., after a pupil violates a procedure the
first time, the pupil will know the penalty for the second
violation).
5. Central Office
Any act of physical violence toward a unit member of the District shall
result in automatic suspension of the pupil involved. She/he may be
considered for re-admission only after a parent (legal guardian) and unit
member-administrator conference and assurance of cooperation. In cases
of serious physical violence against a unit member, where violence is not
instigated by the unit member, an immediate referral will be made to the
office of the Director of Pupil Services. After the Director of Pupil
Services or designee has reviewed the case, one of the following options
may be pursued. (Classroom teacher approval is necessary for
readmission to the class if option one (1) or two (2) is used.)
1. Option One - Set up a building level conference with the
unit member, the parent, the building administrator and
the Supervisor of Pupil Services present to review the
case, or
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2. Option Two - Assign to an alternative program. The
pupil will not be readmitted to the home school without
a pupil, unit member, administrative, parent (legal
guardian) conference, or
3. Option Three - Refer to the Superintendent for a
Superintendent's hearing at which time the
Superintendent will make a disposition.
9. PERFORMANCE REVIEW SYSTEM
For Year 1 of this agreement, the preceding collective bargaining agreement Article 4.5 shall
apply.
9.1 Evaluation Procedure
9.11 Evaluation Philosophv
Recognizing that the goal of a unit member's evaluation is to further the positive
and continued growth of the District's professional staff and the resulting
improvement of instruction, the District and the Elmira Teachers Association
agree to the following procedures with respect to unit member's evaluation.
9.12 Rationale
The Performance Review System will recognize the need for evaluation and
professional improvement. The system includes clearly defined criteria which
shall be communicated to all ETA unit members and district administrators. The
Performance Review System recognizes the needs of both the tenured and non-
tenured unit member and provides procedures and guidelines which will allow
for professional improvement.
9.13 Components
The Performance Review System will consist of the following components:
1. Administrative Option (See Appendix "C")
2. Peer Partnering Option (See Appendix "D")
3. Self-Directed Option (See Appendix "E")
Each component includes the clearly-defined criteria of professional practice
outlined in detail in the Administrative Option. It is an expectation that the
Administrative Option is an interactive process between the evaluator of record
and the unit member. All non-tenured unit members will be evaluated using the
Administrative Option.
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9.2
l
Administrative Option
9.21 Definitions
1. Observation - Is defined as the fonnal visitation by the observer to the
unit member's classroom or workstation for the purpose of gathering and
recording data of the unit member's observed perfonnance.
2. Observer - Is defined as the certified building principal, assistant
principal or supervisor from outside the Elmira Teachers Association
Bargaining Unit, who completes the "Evaluation and Improvement Plan
Fonn".
3. Evaluation - Is defined as the recording and conferencing of the
evaluator's observation of the unit member using the "Evaluation and
Improvement Plan Fonn" and "Annual Perfonnance Evaluation Fonn".
The evaluation is the total summative record of the activities and
perfonnance of the unit member during the school year.
4. Evaluator of Record - Is defined as the building principal, assistant
principal or supervisor from outside the Elmira Teachers Association
Bargaining Unit, who completes both "Evaluation and Improvement Plan
Fonns" and "Annual Perfonnance Evaluation Fonn". There shall be an
evaluator of record for each unit member. Unless otherwise notified in
the month of September, the evaluator of record shall be the principal of
the building in which the unit member is assigned more than 50% of the
time. If a unit member is assigned equally to two or more buildings, the
principal of the building to which the unit member is assigned on payday
shall be the evaluator of record.
5. Fonns - Are defined as the official fonns titled "Classroom Evaluation
and Improvement Plan" (Appendix C) and "Annual Perfonnance
Evaluation" (Appendix F) that are used to record the employee's total
evaluation.
6. Observation Duration - Is defined as the period of time the observer
conducts the observation; secondary observations are to be at least forty
minutes (40); elementary shall be no less than twenty-five (25) minutes.
Art, music, physical education and library shall be the same as the
teacher's assigned grade level.
7. Pre-Conference - Is defined as a meeting between the observer and the
employee to communicate perfonnance expectations to be observed
during the observation and to discuss the time when the observation will
occur.
8. Post-Conference - Is defined as a meeting between the evaluator or
observer and the unit member to discuss the completed evaluation fonn
and when applicable mutually develop an Improvement Plan. Post
conferences also apply to the Annual Perfonnance Evaluation.
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9. Improvement Plan - Is defined as the plan developed by the observer or
evaluator and unit member to prescribe the improvement and/or
remediation in the area(s) indicated on the appropriate form as in
compliance with the requirements of Section 9.13.
9.22 Procedures/Administrative Option
1. All unit members shall be evaluated each year. Non-tenured unit
members shall be formally observed at least three times each year. If a
unit member receives an unsatisfactory or growth required as an
assessment for the first time in a school year, a follow-up classroom
observation shall be conducted by the evaluator of record.
2. The unit member may request one (1) additional classroom observation
per year and the request shall be granted. The unit member can choose
the District administrator who will do the classroom observation. *
3. No observation shall be conducted by the evaluator during the first ten
(lO) school days.
4. All evaluations shall be concluded by the evaluator on or about June 1.
5. The observation shall be concluded with the open and full knowledge of
the unit member.
6. The pre-conference meeting shall take place at least one (1) day prior to
the observation.
7. The post-conference shall be held within ten (10) school days of the
observation and/or evaluation.
8. If the criteria in the "Classroom Evaluation and Improvement Plan" is
rated "Improvement Required" or "Unsatisfactory" by the observer, the
observer shall present specific information supporting the basis of the
rating and present written strategies in the "Improvement Plan" portion
of the form (see: 9.21 9).
9. At the post-conference, the unit member shall be given a copy of the
"Classroom Evaluation and Improvement Plan" or "Performance
Evaluation Form" and any appended pages. Said appended pages shall
be added to the appropriate form and initialed by both parties. The unit
member shall sign the form, which shall not constitute either agreement
or disagreement with its contents. A copy of the form shall be placed in
the unit member's official personnel file. The unit member may add
their own comments to the form and said comments shall become part of
the form. The original form must be returned by the unit member to the
observer or evaluator within ten (lO) school days.
10. The Evaluator of Record will complete the "Annual Performance
Evaluation Form" (Appendix F) on or about June 1.
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9.3
9.32
11. In cases where the unit member is not recommended for continued
employment, the Evaluator of Record shall make said recommendation
to the Superintendent and simultaneously, in writing, inform the affected
unit member of the recommendation. Notice of the recommendation
shall be given to the Superintendent and the affected unit member not
later than sixty (60) days immediately preceding the discontinuance of
the probationary service.
12. Each probationary unit member who is not to be recommended for
permanent appointment or tenure shall be so notified in writing by the
District Superintendent no later than sixty (60) days immediately
preceding the discontinuance of the probationary service.
*Retlects a mutual understanding between the Elmira Teachers
Association and District that any certified District Administrator is
available for the request.
Peer Partnerine Option
9.31 Definitions
1. Peer - Any unit member who has taken the Peer Partnering Training as
defined by the Elmira Teachers Association.
2. Partner - One who helps a peer practice and assess his/her teaching by
providing objective information based on commonly understood criteria.
The role of the peer partner in the evaluation process is confidential and
neither the District nor the ETA may call a peer partner to testify in a
contested disciplinary proceeding regarding an evaluation.
3. Visitation - A visitation is a classroom work site observation done by a
partner. There will be three visitations done during the school year for a
duration of at least forty (40) minutes for secondary level and twenty-
five (25) minutes for elementary level classes.
4. Forms - Defined as the official forms titled "Tenured Peer Partnering
Form" (Appendix D, PPO-I), "Peer Visitation Worksheet" (Appendix D,
PPO-2), "Peer Partnering Visitation/Improvement Record" (Appendix D,
PPO-3).
ProcedureslPeer Partnerioe Optioo
This option allows a unit member to form a partnership with another unit
member. The basic format of this option involves the peer providing specific and
objective feedback to the partner following a pre-conference, observation, and
post-conference. As the partnership between the peers develops, each may
suggest ways of improving a lesson or may make suggestions for professional
growth. Non-tenured unit members may voluntarily participate in peer visitations
in addition to required administrative assessments. Before being eligible to
choose this option:
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8. Both peers must have completed basic peer partnering training.
b. Complete the form initiating the Peer Partnering Option (PPO-1) by
applicant by May 1 of the previous school year.
c. Administrative approval of the Peer Partnering Option must be obtained
from the Evaluator of Record by June 1 of the previous school year on
PPO-1. If administrative approval is denied, the administrator shall
provide written explanation to the unit member for that decision. The
administrative decision is not grievable.
d. Implementation of the partnering activities with form PPO-2 being
completed and shared by the peers only.
e. Completion of form PPO-3 and submission to the evaluator of record
prior to May 10 of the previous school year.
f. The Evaluator of Record will complete the "Annual Performance
Evaluation Form" (Appendix F) on or about June 1.
Self-Directed Option
9.41 Definitions
1. Self-Directed Option - The unit member works independently on a
program of professional improvement. In the self-directed option, the
individual implements the plan he/she developed to improve his/her
skills and abilities. Following self-assessment of professional needs,
each unit member works cooperatively with his/her administrator of
record to establish goals, resources, expectations, and conditions relating
to fulfillment of the self-directed option.
2. Forms - Are defined as the official forms titled "Self-Directed Option
Goal Setting" Appendix C (SDO-1), "Periodic Assessment of Progress"
Appendix C (SDO-2), and "Year-End Assessment" Appendix C (SDO-
3).
9.42 Procedures/Self-Directed Option
1. The unit member shall submit a written plan for self-directed
development (SDO-1) submitted by May 1 of the previous school year.
. Goal( s)
Proposed Activities
Resources
Means of Assessing Progress
.
.
.
2. Administrative approval of plan by the evaluator of record must be
obtained from the evaluator of record by June 1 of the previous school
year. If administrative approval is denied, the administrator shall provide
written explanation to the unit member for that decision. The
administrative decision is not grievable.
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3. Implementation of Proposed Activities.
4. Participate in a group gathering meeting facilitated by a designated
administrator no later than February 15.
5. Invitation for informal collegial discussion focusing on instructional and
professional goals before March 30.
6. Review current progress with the designated administrator once per
semester (informal discussion).
7. The Evaluator of Record will complete the "Annual Performance
Evaluation Form" (Appendix F) on or about June 1.
10. DISCIPLINE AND DISCHARGE
10.1 Standard for Discioline and Dischar!!e
10.11 Sole Standard
Standard for Discipline and Discipline - The sole standard by which the District can
discipline or discharge a tenured unit member or a tenure year unit member shall be just
cause. However, any tenure year unit member who has an "unsatisfactory" on their
evaluation may be denied tenure but may receive a one year extension upon signing a
JUUL agreement. If such unit member has an "unsatisfactory" on their evaluation form
in the following year, they may be discharged without cause."
10.12 Definitions
1. Discipline - Shall be defined as a written reprimand, fine or suspension.
2. Discharge - Shall be defined as termination from any services of District.
3. Counseling Memorandum - Written communication to call attention to minor
breaches in policy and to instruct corrective behavior, not to punish.
4. Mail/Mailings - Shall be defined as certified mail, return receipt requested.
5. Days - Shall be defined as days when school is in regular session with student
attendance.
6. Unit Member - Is defined as a person represented by the ETA.
10.13 Procedures: Notice of Discioline or Dischar!!e
1. Whenever the Superintendent of the District finds probable cause to discipline or
discharge a unit member he/she shall:
8. Mail to the unit member's legal residence, a written Notice of
Determination of Discipline/Discharge, Notice of Arbitration Hearing
and Waiver of Arbitration Hearing forms (See: Appendices 0, P, and
Q).
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b. Said Notice of Determination of Discipline/Dischargeshall contain the
charges against the unit member, supporting specifications and penalty
sought.
c. Within ten (10) days of receipt of the Notice of Determination of
Discipline/Discharge, the unit member shall mail to the Clerk of the
Board either a Notice of Arbitration Hearing or the written Waiver of
Arbitration Hearing.
d. Failure by the unit member to provide the Notice of Hearing by the time
limits set forth in 10.13 a.3 or a waiver for a hearing shall constitute a
waiver or the arbitration hearing and the charges will then be deemed
sustained and the Board may immediately impose the penalty sought.
e. Should the unit member notify the District for an arbitration hearing and
if the penalty sought is suspension or discharge, the unit member may be
so suspended without payor benefits upon receipt by the District of the
unit member's Notice for Hearing.
10.14 Procedures: Arbitration Healiine
1. Within ten (10) days of the unit member's Notice to the District for an
Arbitration Hearing, the unit member shall, through the Association, grieve the
discipline or discharge. All parties shall be bound by the procedures set forth
herein below:
a. The arbitration demand shall be set forth on the Demand for Arbitration
- Discipline/Discharge form (See: Appendix R).
b. The demand shall be mailed to the American Arbitration Association,
with a copy deliveredto the Superintendentof the District.
c. If the grievance involves fine or reprimand, the American Arbitration
Association shall hold a hearing within sixty (60) calendar days.
d. The District shall provide, at no cost, the services of a stenographer. The
transcript of each day of hearing shall be provided to each of the parties.
e. Counseling Memoranda are admissible to the extent they demonstrate
prior notice of the event.
f. If post hearing briefs are required by the arbitrator or by the Association
or District, said briefs are to be received by the arbitrator within ten (10)
calendar days of the receipt of the transcript, at which time the hearing
will be declared closed. If no briefs are required, the hearing wiJ] be
declared closed at conclusion of oral presentation.
g. The arbitrator wiJ] have ten (10) calendar days after the close of the
hearing to render his final and binding award, and shall mail one (1) copy
to the Association's representative and the District's representative.
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h. The arbitrator shall not be bound by the arbitration award limitation set
forth in Article 11 of this Agreement; however, the arbitrator may not
otherwise alter, modify, add or subtract from the provisions of this
Agreement.
i. If at any point in the above arbitration procedure, the time limits are not
met by the arbitrator or the District, the employee, suspended without
payor benefits, shall be restored to the payroll and benefits until the
award is received by the parties' representatives.
j. Commencing after the sixtieth (60) calendar day, any employee having
been suspended without payor benefits, and no award having been
received, shall be restored to the District's payroll and will receive their
appropriate salary and benefits until the award is received by the parties'
representatives.
k. An employee while on suspension can continue at their expense, to be
covered by the parties medical care plans pending the arbitrator's award.
I. The arbitrator and parties will be bound by the Voluntary Rules and
Procedures of the American Arbitration Association.
m. In cases involving discipline or discharge, the District shall pay the full
cost of the arbitration.
D For cases involving discipline or discharge of non-tenured personnel, the
District and Association shall share equally in the cost of the arbitration.
10.15 Preliminarv to SUDerintendent's Determination
1. Prior to the Superintendent's finding of probable cause, the District, the unit member and
their representative will meet to attempt a resolution of the dispute.
11. GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
11.1 PurDose
WHEREAS, the establishment and maintenance of a harmonious and cooperative relationship
between the District and its employees, is essential to the operation of the schools, it is the
purpose of this procedure to secure, at the lowest possible administrative level, equitable
solutions to alleged grievances through procedures under which members of the recognized unit
or the Elmira Teachers Association may present grievances free from coercion, interference,
restraint, discrimination or reprisal, and by which the Board of Education (hereinafter sometimes
referred to as the Board) and its teachers are afforded adequate opportunity to dispose of their
differences without the necessity of the time consuming and costly proceedings before
administrative agencies or in the courts.
11.2 Grievance - A grievance is a complaint by one (1) or more employees represented by the ETA of
a violation, a misapplication or misinterpretation of this Agreement.
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11.22 SUDervisor - Grievance Level One Supervisor - For the purpose of the grievance
procedure, the Level One Supervisor shall be the building principal or the immediate
supervisor.
11.23 Chief Executive Officer - The Chief Executive Officer is the Superintendent of Schools.
11.24 Elmira Teachers Association - ETA shall mean Elmira Teachers' Association.
11.25 A!!!!rieved Party - Aggrieved party shall mean the Elmira Teachers Association and/or
any person or any group of persons in the negotiating unit filing a grievance.
11.26 ReDresentative - Representative shall mean any person designated by the Elmira
Teachers' Association to act on behalf of the grievant.
11.27 Elmira Teachers' Associatiolll Ri!!hts - The Elmira Teachers' Association, as an
association, can file grievances.
11.3 Procedures
11.31 Grievance Statement - Except at the informal stage, all grievances shall include: the
name and position of the aggrieved party; the identity of the provision of law, the
Agreement, policies, etc. involved in said grievance; the time when and the place where
the alleged events or condition constituting the grievance existed; the identity of the party
responsible for causing said events or conditions, if known to the aggrieved party; and a
general statement of the nature of the grievance and the redress sought by the aggrieved
party .
11.32 Written Decisions - Except for the information decisions at Level One, all decisions
shall be rendered in writing at each step of the grievance procedure setting forth findings
of fact, conclusions, and supporting reasons thereof. Each decision shall be promptly
transmitted to the employee and their ETA representative.
11.33 Grievance PreDaration - The preparation and processing of grievances, insofar as
practical, shall be conducted usually after the hours of employment. All reasonable effort
will be made to avoid interruption of classroom activity and to avoid involvement of
students in any phase of the grievance procedure. When it becomes necessary for
employees to become involved, during school hours, at the arbitration level, such
employees shall be excused for such arbitration hearing without loss of pay.
11.34 Disclosure - It is the intent of the parties to this Agreement that disclosure shall be made
of the material at issue of a grievance at all stages. To this end, the parties agree to make
available to the requesting party, upon three (3) days written notice, the materials relevant
to the grievance. The only exception shall be pre-hire materials, confidential
recommendations or materials that are personal in nature that do not specifically affect
the pending grievance.
11.35 Witnesses and Minutes - Except as otherwise provided in 11.51 a. and 11.5 b., an
aggrieved party shall have the right, at all levels of a grievance, to confront and question
all witnesses called against them, to testify and to call witnesses on their own behalf, and
to be furnished with a copy of any minutes of the proceedings made at each and every
level of this grievance procedure which have been designated by mutual agreement of the
parties as the official minutes.
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11.36 Grievance Forms - Fonns for filing grievan~es and taking appeals will be developed by
ETA and District Personnel Office. The Chief Executive Officer shall then have them
printed and distributed to the Association and the buildings so as to facilitate operation of
the Grievance Procedure (See: Appendices G, H, and I).
11.37 Grievance File - All documents, communications and records dealing with the
processing of a grievance shall be filed separately from the personnel files of the
participants.
11.38 Informal Resolution - Nothing contained, herein, will be construed as limiting the right
of any employee having a grievance to discuss the matter infonnally with any appropriate
members of the administration and having said matter informally adjusted without
intervention of the ETA, provided the adjustment is not inconsistent with the terms of this
Agreement and the ETA has been given an opportunity to be present at such adjustment
and to state its views. In the event that any grievance is adjusted without formal
detennination, pursuant to this procedure, while such adjustment shall be final and
binding upon the aggrieved party and party-in-interest concurring therein, said
adjustment shall not create a precedent or ruling binding upon either of the parties to this
Agreement in future proceedings.
11.39 Contrarv to Law - If any provisions of the Grievance Procedure or any application
thereof to any unit member or group of unit members in the negotiating unit shall be
finally determined by any court to be contrary to law, then such provisions or application
shall not be deemed valid or subsisting, except to the extent permitted by law, but all
other provisions or applications will continue in full force and effect.
11.310 Official Grievance Record - The Superintendent/Designee shall be responsible for
accumulating and maintaining an Official Grievance Record which shall consist of the
written grievances, all exhibits, transcripts, communications, minutes and notes of
testimony, as the case may be, written arguments and briefs considered at all levels other
than Level One (A) and all written decisions at all levels. Official minutes will be kept at
Board expense of all proceedings in Level Three. A copy of such minutes will be made
available to the aggrieved party and the ETA within seven (7) days after the conclusion
of hearings at Level Three. Either party may advise the appropriate hearing officer of
any errors in said minutes. Any claim of error in the minutes shall become a part of the
Official Grievance Record. The Official Grievance Record shall be available for
inspection and copying by the aggrieved party, the ETA and Board, but shall not be
deemed a public record.
11.311 Election of Forum - Once a Demand for Arbitration has been submitted to the American
Arbitration Association or the permanent umpire, the grievant may not utilize any other
forum to litigate the issue. This is in no way intended to deprive an individual member of
the bargaining unit, nor the Association, of any legal or constitutional rights.
11.4 Time Limits
11.41 Extension - Since it is important to good relationships that grievances be processed as
rapidly as possible, the time limits specified for either party may be extended only by
mutual agreement.
11.42 First Level- The written grievance is to be forwarded at the first level within 45 school
days from the date the unit member or ETA knew or should have known of the basis for
the grievance.
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11.43 Discontinued - If a decision at one stage is not appealed to the next level of the
procedure within the time limit specified, the grievance will be deemed to be
discontinued and further appeal under this Agreement shall be barred.
11.44 No Decision - Failure at any level of the Grievance Procedure to communicate a decision
to the aggrieved party and their ETA representative within the specified time limit, shall
permit the lodging of an appeal at the next level of the procedure within the time which
would have been allotted had the decision been communicated by the final day.
11.45 June Grievances - In the event a grievance is filed on or after June IS\ upon request by
or on behalf of the aggrieved party, every effort will be made to process the grievance as
soon as possible.
11.5 Levels of Grievances
11.51 Level One: Meetine
1. A unit member having a grievance will discuss it with their building principal or
supervisor, either directly or through a representative, with the objective of
resolving the matter informally. It shall be the obligation of the grievant to state
the matter under discussion as a grievance. In the case of a group grievance (i.e.,
a grievance filed by more than one (l)unit member, the parties-in-interest shall
mean the grievant. The grievant or their representative shall be responsible for
presenting the views of the unit members involved. If an employee submits the
grievance through a representative, the unit member shall be present during the
discussion of the grievance, unless the unit member is unable to attend because of
poor health.
2. If the grievance is not resolved informally, it shall be reduced to writing and
presented to the supervisor. Within ten (IO) school days after the written
grievance is presented to them, the supervisor shall render a decision therein in
writing and present it to the unit member and their ETA representative.
11.52 Level Two: Appeal
1. If the unit member initiating the grievance and/or the ETA is not satisfied with
the written decision at the conclusion of Level One, a written appeal of the
decision at Level One may be filed with the Superintendent within ten (10)
school days after the unit member has been served with such written decision.
Copies of the written decision at Level One shall be submitted with the appeal.
2. Within ten (10) school days after receipt of the appeal, the Superintendent or a
designee shall hold a conference with the unit member or their representative, if
any.
3. The Superintendent or a designee shall render a decision in writing to the unit
member and their ETA representative within ten (10) school days after the
conclusion of the conference.
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11.53 Level Three: Arbitration
1. If the unit member and/or the ETA are not satisfied with the decision at Level
Two, within thirty-one (31) days the ETA may submit the grievance to
arbitration by written notice to the American Arbitration Association (AAA)
using the Demand for Arbitration form (See: Appendix R).
2. The parties will then be bound by the voluntary rules and regulations of the
American Arbitration Association. The American Arbitration Association
(AAA) shall be the permanent arbitrator in all grievances arising out of this
Agreement.
3. The arbitrator shall have no power or authority to make any decision which
requires the commission of an act prohibited by law or which is violative of the
terms of this Agreement.
4. The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding upon the parties.
5. The arbitrator's award in cases involving the discharge of a probationary teacher
shall be limited to a "make whole" standard. In all other cases the arbitrator's
award shall be limited to fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000).
6. The costs for the services of the arbitrator will be borne equally by the Board of
Education and the ETA, except when:
8. In cases involving discipline or discharge, see article 10, Section 10.14 1,
n.
b. The arbitrator finds the District to have violated the Grievance Procedure
itself. (Reference: American Arbitration Association Case No. 15-39-
0653-83). In such cases, the Board of Education will pay the entire cost
of the hearing. In such cases, the grievance alleging a violation of the
grievance procedure will be joined and make part of the arbitration
hearing being held on the merits of the dispute.
12. TEACHING ASSISTANTS
12.1 The following articles are to be read as not including teaching assistants:
Articles
2.12
2.23
2.25
3.38
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.61
5.62
Page
Graduate Credit HourslIn-Service Hours
Curriculum Development
New Unit Members
Sabbatical Leave
Hours
Assignment for Full-Time Equivalent
Suggested Class Size
Teaching Assignment - Secondary
Teaching Assignment - Elementary
2
4
5
18-19
23
24-28
28-29
31
31
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12.2 Teachin!! Assistants: Terms and Conditions
The following are additional terms and conditions of employment for teaching assistants:
a. Inservice -Teaching assistants who participate in in-service courses shall
be compensated at one hundred percent (100%) of the rate paid to unit
members.
b. Hours - Teaching assistants' workday shall be seven and one-half (7.5)
hours set by the District. The workday will not be the same for all
teaching assistants and will not necessarily be coincidental with starting
and finishing times of the teacher workday.
c. Sick Leave - Teaching assistants shall have ten (10) sick days per year,
accumulative to a maximum of one hundred (100) days. Teaching
assistants may designate up to three (3) days of their sick leave days in
each school year as "Family Sick Leave Days" for illness in their
immediate family. Immediate family is defined in Section 3.25 a.I.
d. Breaks - Teaching assistants shall have two (2) fifteen (IS) minute
breaks; one (1) during each half of their workday.
e. Evaluation
1. Introduction - A narrative style of teaching assistant
performance shall be utilized to assess teaching assistant job
performance. All teaching assistants shall be evaluated at least
once each year. No evaluation shall take place after June 1st.
The required post-evaluation conference for teaching assistants
shall be completed prior to the last week of school.
2. Procedures
a. Only duly appointed District supervisory personnel can
evaluate.
b. The evaluator shall notify the teaching assistant prior to
the evaluation period. .
c. A conference shall be held between the evaluator and the
teaching assistant within five (5) working days to discuss
the evaluation.
d. Where unsatisfactory job performance is noted, the
evaluator shall make specific written recommendations
to improve the job performance.
e. At the conference, the teaching assistant shall receive a
signed copy of the evaluation and said copy signed by
the teaching assistant shall be placed in the employee's
personnel file.
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f. The teaching assistant may attach a written response to
the evaluation.
g. An additional evaluation may be requested by the
teaching assistant. Said request shall be granted.
h. When a teaching assistant is being recommended for
discharge they shall be given the reasons in writing at
least twenty (20) working days before Board of
Education action.
f. Sick Leave Cash-in - Upon giving at least 90 days irrevocable written
notice of their retirement, teaching assistants can avail themselves of a
sick leave cash-in benefit according to the following procedures:
a. They must have at least 30 days of accumulated sick leave at the
time of their retirement and can cash in up to 100 days.
b. Effective January 1, 1998, the teaching assistant shall receive
$12.00 per day for each accumulated sick day. The teaching
assistants at their option, may leave the cash value with the
District to apply towards the employee's yearly premium
equivalent.
c. The 90-day notice requirement may be waived by the
Superintendent after receipt of the recommendation of a teaching
assistant's application for waiver from the President of the ETA
and Associate Superintendent for Instruction.
12.3 SUDenrision- The Parties A!!ree
1. If all or any part of the seven and one half (7 ~) hour teaching assistant workday
falls beyond the teacher work day, a supervisor or person in charge will be on-
site or (who) can be contacted.
2. At the times referenced in point one (1), above, it is understood that the
responsibility for the operation of the building rests with the principal.
13. GENERAL PROVISIONS
13.11 Severabilitv
If any provision of this Agreement or any application of the Agreement shall be found
contrary to law, then such provision or application shall not be deemed valid and
subsisting, except to the extent permitted by law, but all other provisions or application
shall continue in full force and effect.
13.12 Mana!!ement Ri!!hts
The District reserves all rights, powers and authorities as provided by statute, as amended
from time to time, and not contrary to this Agreement.
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13.13 Supersede Clause
This Agreement shall supersede any rules, regulations or practices of the District which
will be contrary to or inconsistent with its terms. The provisions of the Agreement shall
be incorporated into and be considered part of the established policies of the District.
13.14 Totalitv and Modification
This Agreement shall constitute the full and complete Agreement between the parties and
may be altered, changed, added to, deleted from or modified only by the voluntary,
mutual consent of the parties in a written amendment to this Agreement.
13.15 Individual Arrane:ement
Nothing contained herein shaH prevent the Board of Education from making an
individual arrangement with an individual unit member covering all or part of a school
year. No such arrangement with an individual shall be binding on any other unit
member. If an individual arrangement contains any language inconsistent with this
Agreement, this Agreement, during the duration, shall be controlling.
This Agreement shall constitute the full and complete Agreement between the parties and
may be altered, changed, added to, deleted from or modified only by the voluntary,
mutual consent of the parties in a written amendment to this Agreement.
13.16 Successor Ae:reement
Upon completion and full accord of all parties of the terms of the Successor to this
Agreement, it shall be signed by the chief negotiations and/or their designee and
notarized as the "final draft" of said Agreement. In the event of any errors or omissions
upon printing of said Successor Agreement, same shall be corrected to conform to such
executed and notarized true copy. In the event of any disputes, hereafter, arising under
the terms of said Agreement, the copy executed by the negotiating teams and, thereafter,
notarized shall be considered the original Agreement by the parties.
13.17 Distribution of Ae:reement
Each current unit member shall be provided with a copy of this Agreement. New unit
members shall be provided a copy of this Agreement within two (2) weeks of their
appointment by the Board of Education.
14. DURATION
14.1 Period
The foregoing provision constitutes the entire Agreement for the 2000-2003 school years.
Elmira Teachers Association Elmira City School District
(.dt/ By: /~.(Mt{ ./>j~/i.':L')~';({
Chief Executive Officer
'J{/
By':/'~-'
'/-'7.7'7/
/~;
/ President
Y /j /
Date: / ~/ ~/J (,'t() Date: II / G~' /' ,..,t.; (.'-;r'{.' '
I .
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Pre-Conference: Date C P I UObservation: Date 0 R M NDuration of Observation: Time M 0 P S
M F R APost Conference: Date E I 0 T
N C V ILesson Objective: D I E S
A E M FCommendable: Thoroughly demonstrated an understanding of the concepts B N E A
underlying the components. L T N C
E T TProficient: Demonstrated an understanding of the concepts underlying the 0
components. R R
E yImprovement Required: Appeared to demonstrate an understanding of the Q
concepts underlying the components and attempts to implement their elements, Ubut implementation is sporadic, intermittent, or otherwise not entirely successful. I
RUnsatisfactory: Did not demonstrate an understanding of many of the concepts EUnderlying the components. D
Note: Evaluator shall place an "x" on the assessment chosen for each skill.
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ADMINISTRATIVE OPTION.
ELMIRA CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
EVALUATION AND IMPROVEMENT GROWTH PLAN
Teacher's Name:
School:
Assignment:
_ Probationary
Tenured
~
Plarining and Preparation
a. Demonstrated knowledge of content and pedagogy C p I U
b. Demonstrated knowledge of students 0 R M N
c. Selected instructional goals M 0 P S
d. Demonstrated knowledge of resources M F R A
e. Designed coherent instruction E I 0 T
f. Assessed student learning N C V I
D I E S
Narrative: A E M F
B N E A
L T N C
E T T
0
R R
E y
Q
u
I
R
E
D
Instruction
_.
C P Ua. Communicated clearly and accurately I
b. Used questioning and discussion techniques 0 R M N
c. Engaged students in learning M 0 P S
d. Provided feedback to students M F R A
e. Demonstrated flexibility and responsiveness E I 0 T
N C V I
Nauative: D I E S
A E M F
B N E A
L T N C
.. .... E T T
0
R R
E y
Q
U
I
R
E
D
Appendix C
~
Classroom Environment
a. Created an environment of respect and rapport C p I U
b. Established a culture for learning 0 R M S
c. Managed classroom procedures M 0 P A
d. Managed student behavior M F R T
e. Organized physical space E I 0 I
N C V S
Narrative: D I E F
A E M A
-
B N E C
L T N T
E T 0
. R
R Y
E
Q
u
I
R
E
D
Appendix C
Evaluator's Comments:
ImI)rOvement PHan:
Unit Member's Statement: I acknowledge that I have seen the above evaluation; I understand that my
signature does not necessarily mean that I agree with this evaluation, but that I acknowledge receipt of my copy.
Unit Member's Response:
Evaluator's Signature Date
Unit Member's Signature Date
~
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PPO-I
ELMIRA CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
PEER PARTNERING OPTION
TENURED PEER PARTNERING FORM
I
SCHOOL YEAR: 20_-_
I
NAME:
BUILDING:
DEP ARTMENT: GRADE LEVEL:
The following two or more persons have agreed to be peer partners for the above school year.
Peer Signatures
Signature: Date:
Signature: Date:
Signature: Date:
Evaluator of Record Signature
Signature: Date:
Copies: Teacher, Evaluator of Record
ELMIRA CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
PEER PARTNERING OPTION
PEER VISITATION WORKSHEET
I
SCHOOL YEAR: 20_-_
I
NAME:
PARTNER NAME:
DATE:
Objective of the lesson as expressed by the inviting unit member:
Specifics observed by the peer partner:
Summary of the lesson by the inviting unit member:
Summary of the conference between the inviting unit member and the peer partner:
Original-Inviting Teacher Copy
- Peer Partner
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PPO-2
~
DATES . SIGNATURES
Pre-Conference Inviting Unit Member
Visit # 1
Post -Conference
Pre-Conference Peer Partner
Visit #2
Post -Conference
Pre-Conference Evaluator of Record
Visit #3
Post-Conference
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PPO-3
ELMIRA CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
PEER PARTNERING VISIT ATION/IMPROVEMENT RECORD
I
SCHOOLYEAR: 20_-_
I
NAME:
DATE OF REPORT:
What improvement took place this year?
(unit member's statement add additional sheets as needed)
Copies: Teacher, Evaluator of Record, Personnel File
I.
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ELMIRA CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
SELF-DIRECTED OPTION
GOAL SETTING
I
SCHOOLYEAR:20_ _
I
NAME:
BUILDING:
DEP ARTMENT: GRADE LEVEL:
DEFINIT][ON
The individual works independently on a program of professional growth. In the Self-Directed
Option, the individual implements the following plan whose purpose is to improve the
individual's skills and abilities. Following self-assessment of professional needs, the unit
member works cooperatively with the supervising administrator to establish goals, expectations,
and conditions relating to fulfillment of the self-directed option.
PURPOSE
To help the unit member become more insightful and self-directing in hislher professional
growth, and to facilitate a productive dialogue between the unit member and administrator.
GOAL(S)
Copies: Teacher, Evaluator of Record
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SDO-l
PROPOSED ACTIVITIES
Proposed activities which will facilitate achievement of my goal(s); (for example: videotape of
actual teaching, feedback from students, professional books, use of computerized information
sources, graduate courses, workshops, support from supervisors/administrators, inter-school
visitations, short-term classroom projects, keeping ajoumal, visitations to other classrooms,
etc.). It is understood that a variety of activities will be used in achievement of the goal(s).
RESOURCES
Description of the resources (e.g. people, time, equipment, materials, etc.) I expect to use
achieving my goal(s).
ASSESSING PROGRESS
Description of the plan and timeframe for periodically monitoring progress toward achievement
of the goal(s) (for example: student progress, conferences with other staff members and/or
supervisory administrator, student feedback.)
The self-directed option plan has been mutually agreed upon by:
UNIT MEMBER:
DATE:
ADMINISTRA TOR
OF RECORD: DATE:
~
ELMIRA CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
SELF-DIRECTED OPTION
PERIODIC ASSESSMENT OF PROGRESS
I
SCHOOLYEAR: 20_-_
I
Appendix E
SDO-2
NAME:
BUILDING:
DEP ARTMENT: GRADE LEVEL:
GOAL ADDRESSED
ASSESSMENT
DATE:
ACTIVITY:
j
Appendix E
SDO-2
DATE:
ACTIVITY:
DATE:
ACTIVITY:
DATE:
ACTIVITY:
DATE:
ACTIVITY:
To Be Attached to Year-End Assessment Form
l
Appendix E
SDO-3
ELMIRA CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
SELF-DIRECTED OPTION
PERIODIC ASSESSMENT OF PROGRESS
I SCHOOLYEAR:20_-_
I
NAME:
BUILDING:
DEP ARTMENT: GRADE LEVEL:
ASSESSM:ENT
1. Assessment of year's progress toward goal(s): Address goal(s), activities, resources used,
and total progress toward achievement of goal(s). Future goals may be included, if
desired.
The self-directed option has been reviewed by:
UNIT MEMBER: DATE:
ADMINISTRA TOR
OF RECORD: DATE:
Copies: Teacher, Evaluator of Record, Personnel File
~
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ELMIRA CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
ANNUAL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Unit Member's Name
School
Post Performance Evaluation Conference Date:
Probationary
Tenured
Professional Responsibilities:
a.
b.
Content/Knowledge
Preparation
Instructional Delivery
Classroom Management
Student Development
Student Assessment
Collaboration
Reflective and Responsive Practice
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
Summary Narrative:
Unit Member's Statement: I acknowledge that I have seen the above evaluation; I understand
that my signature does not necessarily mean that I agree with this evaluation, but that I
acknowledge receipt of my copy.
Unit Member's Response:
Evaluator's Signature Date
Unit Member's Signature Date
Copies: Teacher, EvaJuator of Record, Personnel File
Appendix G
GRIEVANCE LEVEL #1
ORIGINAL GffiEV ANCE
The following grievance is submitted in accordance with the current Agreement between the
Elmira City School District and the Elmira Teachers Association.
Specify in detail the particular alleged violation, with a complete statement of the facts
supporting the charge including names, dates, times, places, etc. Use additional sheets if
necessary .
TO: ETA No.
ARTICLE OF CONTRACT VIOLATED:
STATEMENT OF DISPUTE:
REMEDY SOUGHT:
Signature Date
Attachments:
Copies to: 1. Supervisor
2. Superintendent of Schools
3. Personnel Administrator
4. Grievance Chairman ofE.T.A.
5. President ofE.T.A.
6. Person or office against whom grievance is directed
Appendix H
GRIEVANCE LEVEL 1 & LEVEL 2
RESPONSE
LEVEL E.T.A.NO.
In accordance with the Agreement between the Elmira City School District and the Elmira
Teachers Association, the following decision has been reached on a grievance submitted in
writing on:
by
Date
Date
Signature of Hearing Officer
(If the grievance is rejected, the above statement will include reasons for the rejection.)
Copies to: 1. Grievant (two copies)
2. Superintendent of Schools
3. Personnel Administrator
4. President of E.T.A.
5. Grievance Chairman of E.T.A.
6. Person or persons against whom grievance is directed
\.
Appendix I
GRIEVANCE FORM
LEVEL 1
APPEAL E.T.A. NO.
In accordance with the Agreement between the Elmira City School District and the Elmira
Teachers Association, the undersigned grievant appeals the decision reached at:
Level on which was received by the
Grievant on and asks that the grievance be submitted to
Level forthwith.
ATTACHMENTS: 1. Copy of original grievance
2. Copy of decision being appealed
3. Applicable supporting documents or statements not
supplied in original grievance
COPIES TO: 1. Supervisor
2. Superintendent of Schools
3. Personnel Administrator
4. President ofE.T.A.
5. Grievance Chairman ofE.T.A.
6. Hearing Officer of Level being appealed
7. Hearing Officer of Level to which appealed
i
jJ
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INSERVICE/CONTINUING EDUCATION APPLICATION FORM
SEND TO: ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENTFOR INSTRUCTIONALSERVICE
Name Date
School
Present Status (check one) Bachelor's Degree
Master's Degree
Professional Diploma
Doctorate Degree
Course Title
Course Number
CollegelUniversity
Location of Class
Level of Instruction (check one) Graduate
1. Describe how this course is related to the curriculum and your instructional assignment or
degree requirements.
2. Describe how your students will benefit from this course:
3. If this course relates to a new curriculum, how do you propose to utilize the course
information?
Date Class Starts
Number of Credit Hours for this Course
Date Class is Completed
Date
Approved: Superintendent/Designee
o be Completed by Inservice Credit Yes or No Inservice Pay Yes or No
taff Development
ffice Instructional Rate $ Non Instructional Rate $
Appendix K
ELMIRA CITY SC.HOOL DISTRICT
REQUEST PLAN
__ Staff Development
__ Program Development
District
School(s)
Grade(s)/Department( s)
Individual
Title:
Intent:
Coordinator:
Responsible Administrator:
Presenter:
Participants (subject(s), grade(s)):
Projected Dates and Times: Contact Hours:
Facility Use (building(s), rooms(s)):
BUDGET COSTS:
~
Budget Code:
Budget Code:
Budget Code:
Budget Code:
Presenter:
Participant(s) Stipend(s):
Materials:
Other (specify):
Budget Code:
No Budget Required
Substitute Teacher(s):
Participant(s) Requesting Inservice:
AUTHORIZATION ROUTE:
Date:
Date:
Date:
Date:
Date:
Date:
Your Signature:
Principal:
Supervisor:
Supervisor:
Grant Writer/Administrator:
Associate Superintendent:
WRITTEN PLAN FOR STAFF DEVELOPMENT OR PROGRAM IDEVELOPMENT MUST
BE ATTACHED.
White: Staff Development Office Yellow: Grants Office I)ink: Principal/Supervisor Goldenrod: llndividuaVCoordinator
Appendix L
Form 491.04
PROFESSIONAL VISITATION
(DAY FOR WHICH REIMBURSEMENT OF EXPENSES IS EXPECTED)
YOUR NAME
YOUR SCHOOL
YOUR ASSIGNMENT
TODA Y'S DATE
TO VISIT
NAME OF TEACHER
SCHOOL DISTRICT
CITY
SCHOOL BUILDING
GRADE/ASSIGNMENT
DATE OF PROPOSED VISIT
PURPOSE/GOALS OF VISIT
STATE
PHONE -
--
SUBSTITUE ARRANGEMENTS
DO YOU NEED A SUBSTITUTE (CHECK ONE) YES NO
YOU WILL NEED TO MAKE PROPER ARRANGEMENTS FOR A SUBSTITUTE BY
CALLING THE TEACHER REGISTRY 732-7823
REQUEST ROUTING
THIS REQUEST SHOULD BE ROUTED THROUGH THE FOLLOWING FOR APPROVAL:
YOUR SIGNATURE
PRINCIPAL
SUPERVISOR
SUPERVISOR
SUPERINTENDENTIDESIGNEE
PROFESSIONAL VISITATION LEAVE
APPROVAL TO ATTEND WILL BE AT THE DISCRETION OF EITHER THE
SUPERINTENDENT OR HIS DESIGNEE. THIS FORM WILL BE AVAILABLE FROM
THE BUILDING PRINCIPAL. A WRITTEN REPORT OF THE MEETING MAY BE
REQUIRED BY THE SUPERINTENDENT WITHIN TEN (10) DAYS OF THE
EMPLOYEE'S RETURN TO DUTY.
White: Personnel Yellow: Central Office Administration Pink: Principal or Supervisor Goldenrod: Employee
1.
(School)(s) (Subject Matter Area) (Grade Level)
2.
(School)(s) (Subject Matter Area) (Grade Level)
3.
(School)(s) (Subject Matter Area) (Grade Level)
Comments:
Appendix M
TRANSFER REQUEST FORM
CITY SCHOOL DISTRlCT OF THE CITY OF ELMIRA, NEW YORK
FORWARD TO: DISTRlCT PERSONNEL OFFICE
ATTENTION: PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATOR
Name:
(Last) (First) (Please Print)
Current
Assignment:
(School)(s) (Subject Matter Area) (Grade Level)
Preferred Assignment for September 20 _ in Rank Order:
Summer
Address:
Summer
Telephone: "
Dates Available for Summer Contact or Consultation:
(Signature)
PERSONAL LEA VE REQUEST FORM Appendix N
CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT OF THE CITY OF ELMIRA
951 Hoffman Street
Elmira, New York 14905-1798
(607) 735-5000
(E.T.A.) Appendix J - Article 6.2 - Personal Leave
Employees are entitled to two days of personal leave per year with pay. The purpose of personal leave is to allow a teacher the opportunity of
conducting business of a personal nature which he does not wish to reveal and which cannot be conveniently transacted at any other time.
Further, personal leave may not be taken on either the work day immediately before or after a holiday or vacation period or in conjunction with
other absence to extend a holiday or vacation. In extremely extenuating circumstances permission may be granted by the District upon receipt
and review of such reasons.
O.S.E.A.) Article 8 - Personal Leave
Employees are entitled to two days of personal leave per year with pay. In general, personal leave will be granted in connection with matters
which cannot be taken care of outside of regular school hours for reasons of a serious enough nature as to cause undue inconvenience and/or
hardship. Personal leave may not be used to extend vacation or for recreation, shopping or social activities.
(E.S.S.A.C.) Article X - Personal Leave
All full-time administrative personnel shall receive two days of non-cumulative personal leave each year with pay. In general, personal leave will
be granted in connection with matters whkh cannot be taken care of outside of regul ar school hours and for reasons of a serious enough nature as
to cause undue inconvenience or hardship. Requests for such absence will be submitted by completing the personal leave request form except in
case of emergency where advance notice cannot be given. Administrators need not specify the exact nature of the use of the personal leave day.
(C.M.C.W.) Article 7 -7.2 - Personal Leave
In general, personal leave will be granted for matters which cannot be taken care of outside regular school hours and for reasons of a serious
enough nature as to cause undue inconvenience or hardship. Personal leave will not be granted for any day or part of a day immediately
following a vacation day or holiday. An employee who wishes to take personal leave must complete a personal leave request form and submit it
to his immediate supervisor, except in cases of emergency when advance notice cannot be given.
(C.W.A.) Article VIII - 8.04 - Personal Leave
All employees may receive two days of non-accumulative personal leave per year with pay. Request for personal leave must be submitted on the
personal leave from 48 hours in advance of the day being requested. The request shall be submitted to the Supervisor of Transportation. In cases
of emergency, the 48 hour notice may be waived by the Supervisor of Transportation. In all cases, the work of the department shall take
precedence.
Name of Employee:
Building/School and Position:
Date(s) of Personal Leave:
I am taking personal leave consistent with the conditions set forth above. (Any exception to the above-stated
conditions for personal leave must be approved the by Director of Human Resources.)
Signed:
Date:
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(For CW A And Exceptions To Above-Stated Conditions.)
Approved:
Date:
Copies to: Payroll (white)
Immediate Supervisor/Director of Human Resources (yellow)
Employee (pink)
Revised: 11101/99
FORM 491.08
i.
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NOTICE OF DETERMINATION DISCIPLINEIDISCHARGE
BROUGHT BY
SUPERINTENDENT OF ELMIRA CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
TO:
Name
Address
Please be advised that, as Superintendent of the Elmira City School District, I have found
that there"is probable cause for the following charge to be proferred against you.
1. Charges in Detail: (include supporting specifications)
2. Penalty Sought:
Within ten (10) working days of receipt of these charges you must mail to the Clerk of
the Board, by certified mail, return receipt requested, either the enclosed Notice for Arbitration
He~aringor Waiver of Arbitration Hearing form. Should you fail to so mail the Notice of
Arbitration Hearing or Waiver of Arbitration Hearing form within the ten (10) working day time
limit specified, herein, the charges will be sustained and the Board of Education may thereafter
move to impose the penalty sought.
Date of Notice Signed: Superintendent
Elmira City School District
Attachment: Copy of Article
Enclosed: Notice for Arbitration Hearing form
Waiver of Demand for Arbitration Hearing form
i
Appendix P
NOTICE FOR ARBITRATION HEARING
TO: Elmira City School District
Clerk of the Board
951 Hoffman Street
Elmira, New York 14905
~
I, , hereby notify the District of my intention to demand
an arbitration hearing on charges proferred against me, which charges were specified in the
Superintendent's Notice of Discipline /Discharge, dated
Date Notice Filed Signature of Employee
Address:
.
.
copy to: President - Elmira Teachers' Association
th
Appendix Q
WAIVER OF ARBITRATION HEARING
TO: Elmira City School District
Clerk of the Board
951 Hoffman Street
Elmira, NY 14905
I, , hereby waive my right to an arbitration
hearing on the charges proferred against me, which charges were specified in the
Superintendent's Notice of DisciplinelDischarge, dated . I understand
the waiving of my rights to an arbitration hearing allows the Board of Education to determine the
case and fix a penalty or punishment.
Date Waiver Filed Signature of Employee
Address:
copy to: President - Elmira Teacher Association
j
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DEMAND FOR ARBITRATION
DISCIPLINEIDISCHARGE
The following demand for arbitration is submitted in accordance with Article of the
current Agreement between the Elmira City School District and the Elmira Teachers
Association.
-
TO:
NATURE OF DISPUTE:
REMEDY SOUTHT:
-.
SIGNATURE: DATE:
copy to: Superintendent of Schools
AAccess
Active Unit Member Contribution
Accumulation
Advanced Degrees/Professional Certifications
Additional Leave
Administrative Option
Administration
Administration of Internal Medicine
After School Meetings
Agenda
Agenda and Minutes
Agenda Items
Aggrieved Party
All Secondary Teachers (6-12)
Application
Approval
Approval Procedure
Articles
Assignment for Full-Time Equivalent
Association Business Days
Association Time
38
I0-11
13
2-3
14
49
36
36
30
42
36
41
56
25
15,18
27
6
59
24
38
38
B
Bargaining Unit Vacancy 32
Bereavement 14
Board of Education AgendaslMinutes 36
Board Policies 44
Breaks 60
Building Planning Team (BPT)/Action Team (ACT) 5
Building Practices 40
Building Teacher Administrator Liaison Committee 42
(BTALC)
Bulletin Board
c
37
Call-In Between 2:00 P.M. to 8:00 A.M. 2 I
Call-In Between 8:00 A.M. to 2:00 P.M. 21
Central Office 47-48
Certification Required 32
Chairperson 38
Chief Executive Officer 56
Class Size Adjustments 29
Class Size -Elementary 29
Compensation 1
Components 48
Condition of Service 19
Conditions Stated 14-15,40,44
Conference and Professional Visitation Leave 16
Continuation of Benefits 19
Continuation of Health Insurance Coverage 12
While On Leave
Contrary to Law
Copies
Counseling Memorandum
Court Attendance
Court Attendance & Jury Duty
Curriculum Development
..
57
39
53
16
16
4
D
Days
Days Allowed
Defined
Definition
Definitions
Dental Coverage
Derogatory Material
Direct Deposits
Discharge
Disciplinary Procedures
Discipline
Discipline and Discharge
Disclosure
Discontinued
Distribution
Distribution of Agreement
District Reimbursement
District Responsibility
District Teacher Administrator Liaison Committee
Duration
During the School Year
53
14
30
34
30,49-50,51-53
12
39
4
53
46-47
53
53
56
58
37
62
37
39
41
62
32
E
Education Law
Educational Leave
Election of Forum
Elementary
Elementary Teachers (Pre-K, K-6)
Eligibility
Elmira City School District Health Plan Committee
(ECSDHPC)
Elmira Teachers Association
Elmira Teachers Association Meetings
Elmira Teachers Association Rights
Emergency Closing
Employee Assistance Program
Employee Benefits
Employee Protection
Establishment
Evaluation
Evaluation Philosophy
Evaluation Procedure
Evaluator of Record
Evidence of Incapacitating IJ)ness
Exceptions
Exceptions to Return to Work
Extended Leave
Extension
Extra Work Year
F
Faculty Manager
Failure to Notify
Family IJ)ness
Fees
Filling Vacancies
31,39
16
57
9,31
24
18
42
56
36
56
30
20
10
39
43
49,60
48
48
49
14
29
IS
17
57
4
5
22
14
36
32
First Level 57 Loss of Personal Property 40
For the Beginning of the School Year 32-33
Fonns 49,52
Full-Time 37 M
Funding 41
Further Eligibility 19 MaillMailings 53
Management Rights 61
Materials & Supplies Ordered 44G Maximum Class Size 28
Meeting Days 36
General Provisions 61 Membership 41
Grades 43 Middle School 9
Graduate Credit HourslInservice Hours 2 Military Leave 17
Grievance 55
Grievance Chairperson 37
Grievance File 57 N
Grievance Fonns 57
Grievance Procedure 55 Nature of Use 14
-. Guidelines & Policy Statements 45 Negotiations Committee 38Grievance Preparation 56 Negotiations of Successor Agreement 1Grievance Statement 56 New Employee Notification 38
New Unit Members 5,13,38
H No Decision 58Non-Discrimination 35,43
Notice of Telephone Number Change 22
Health Insurance 10 Notification 21-22,44
Home Tutors 4 Notification of Absence 13,21
Hours 23,60 Number on Leave 19
I 0
Improvement Plan 50 Observation 49Individual Arrangement 62 Observation Duration 49Infonnal Resolution 57 Observer 49Inservice 60 Obtaining A Substitute 21Inservice/Continuing Education 5-6 Office Space 37Instructional Curriculum 44 Office Visits 1IInstructional Delivery Plan 27 Official Grievance Record 57Instructional Materials 44
Instructional Program 43
Interscholastic & Co-Curricular Assignments 9 p
Interscholastic & Co-Curricular Stipends 6-8
Inter-School Assignment 35 Paid Absence From Work 13Interviews 33 Parent Conferences 44Intramurals 9
Introduction 1,60 Parental Leave 17-18
Partner 51Involuntary 35 Part-Time Teachers & Social Workers 26
Payment 3,19
J Payment for Inservice/Continuing Education 6
Payment for Interschlastic & Co-Curricular 9
ActivitiesJob Sharing 26-28 Per Diem Substitutes Coverage 22-23Joint Committees 43 Peer 51June Grievances 58 Peer Participating Option 51Jury Duty 16 Perfonnance Review System 48
Period 62
Personal Leave 14L Personal Illness 13
Personal Illness Leave Cash-In 12-13
Leave Guidelines 15 Personnel Files 38
Leaves 15 Placement for Interscholastic & Co-Curricular 8-9
Level One: Meeting 58 Schedules
Level Three: Arbitration 59 Placement on Interscholastic Sports Schedule:
Level Two: Appeal 58 Longevity 9Levels of Grievances 58 Plan 10Long- Tenn Substitutes (LTS) 28 Plan for Participation 41
Plan Governance 42
Policy Statements Relative to Employees 45-46
Policy Statements Relative to Parents 46
Policy Statements Relative to Students 46
Post Conference 49
Posting Requirement 32
Preamble 1
Pre-Conference 49
Preliminary to Superintendent's Determination 55
Premium Equivalent Contribution 10-11
Prescription Drug Plan 11
Privileges of the Organization and Unit Members 36
Procedures 26,56,60
Procedures: Arbitration Hearing 54-55
Procedures: Notice of Discipline or Discharge 53-54
Procedures/Administrative Option 50-51
ProcedureslPeer Partnering Options 51-52
Procedures/Self-Directed Option 52-53
Professional Growth 44
Program Establishment 20-21
Progress Reports 43
Psychologist/Community Education Teacher/ 26
Instructional Support Teacher/School Social
W orkerlElementary Guidance Counselors
Pupil Discipline
Purpose
45
55
Q
Qualifying Programs
R
Rate of Payment for Additional Duties
Rates
Rationale
Reassignment
Regular Elementary Classroom Teachers
(Pre-K,K-6)
Re-employment Right
Release Time
Release Time For Assignments/Business
Release Time For Association President
Remuneration
Reporting
Representation
Representative
Request to Open Negotiations
Requests
Required Reports
Responsibilities of Unit Members
Retiree Contribution
Return To Work
Returning to Work
Review
Right to Representation
4
6-8
48
31
25-26
15
37
37
37
1
39
40
56
1
44
18
43
11
15
21
39
40
s
Sabbatical Leave
Salary
Salary Notice
Schedules
Secondary
18-19
4
3
1-2
31
Secondary - Guidance Counselors
Section 100.11, Commission of Education Regs.
Self-Directed Option
Severability
Shared Decision Making
Short-Term Leave
Short-Term LeavelExtended Leave for
Personal Illness
Sick Leave
Sick Leave Cash-in
Sole Standard
Special Student Placement
Split Grades -Elementary
Standard for Discipline and Discharge
Student Differences
Student Help
Substituting
Successor Agreement
Suggested Class Size
Summer School
Supersede Clause
Supervision: The Parties Agree
Supervision
Supervisor
T
5
Tax Sheltered Annuity
Teaching Assignments
Teaching Assistants
Teaching Assistants: Terms and Conditions
Temporary Absence Reporting
Term of Leave
Termination of Benefits
Terms and Conditions
Terms and Conditions of Assignment
Textbooks
Time Before & After Student Day (Pre-K-Grade 5)
Time Limits
Totality and Modification
Transfer
Transfer Due to Building Restructuring or
School Closings
Traveling Teachers
u
Unfilled Interscholastic & Co-Curricular Positions
Union Dues/Agency Fee
Union Leave
Unit Member
Unit Member Absence Injury
Unit Members Hired Before 6/30/95
Unit Members Hired Between 7/1/95-6/30/00
Unused Emergency Days
Use of Personal Vehicle: Compensation
25
41
52
61
41
16
16-17
60
61
53
44
29
53
43
43
28
62
28
14
62
61
31
56
4
31
59
60-61
21
19
12
27
23
44
23
57
62
34
34
28
10
3
19
53
40
13
13
30
4
vVacancies
Visitation
Voluntary
31
51
34-35
w
Witnesses and Minutes
Witnesseth
Work Day
Work Year
Written Decisions
56
I
23
30
56
